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!!.reface 

The subject of Land Revenue Administration has always 
been an academically challenging area; it is the only , 
subject that combines theories and practices of law and 
administration with history and the development of social 
and political systi!ms. l\1y first brush with revenue 
administration was in Kokrajhar district in Assam, when I 
had undertaken my field s1tudy of land reforms in so far as 
their actual implementatiion was concerned. This . was 
followed by a stint in ·Meghalaya, ·with its unique 
democratic land management systems,. and with little role . 
for bureaucracy in its earlier history; but perhaps requiring . 
much more· administrative control now that normal 
pressures of moden1 gove1mance and polity have begun to 
take effect. 

The issue of .rights of tenants on "Muafi Mandir" lands in 
Karauli had came up for an examination quite early during 
my stint as Collector & District Magistrate of the District, 
when my court received its first applications from the 
Tehsildar for deletion from land records names of some 
forty cultivators whose families had cultivated the 
concerning lands for almost fifty years. I knew something 
was not right; my understanding of land reforms measures 
has been that an attempt has always been made by the 
Government to en:mre a better deal . for tenants. But a 
cursory study of the available orders seemed to indicate 
that things were really not on their side, and it was then that 
one realised that a morie complete study of the legal 
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prov1s1ons was required. There are an estimated 1500 
hectares of such lands in Karauli district alone, and the 
number of cultivator families already affected or likely to 
be affe(;ted in future is about 2500. The exact extent of 
"Muafi Mandir" lands depends upon how one defines the 
term, and the aforesaid figures have been extrapolated on 
the basis of the cases studied of deletion of names of 
Khatedars without examining the pre-·· 1952 land records as 
required by law and without examining the post- 1990 
judgments of the High Court and the Supreme Court. These 
figures include about 200 hectares of lands in Karauli city 
alone, where proceedings under section 908 . of the Land 
Revenue Act have not been initiated despite persons having 
been lawfully recorded as Khatedars on the grounds that 
the 1958 settlement records show some of these lands as 
"Muafi Mandir" lands or that the current Jamabandis record 
some Mandir Murti as the landholder. These both 
arguments are incorrect, because the resumption of Muafi 
lands was initiated qfter the preparation of the 1958 
settlemcmt records leading to lawful recording of cultivators 
as Khatedars, and since all lands vest in the Rajasthan 
Government in view of Chapter 2 of the Rajasthan Tenancy 
Act. 

At the beginning of the writing of this report, l was not 
really prepared for the quantum of effort that was required 
for understanding this specific and specialised area. 
Karauli being only a four- year old district with poor library 
facilities. The collection of documents and judgments was 
not an easy task, The study had come almost to a dead end 
on account of non- availability of documents and the 
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Revenue Codes of the Karauli State. It was only later that 
·my staff had . managed to locate a copy of the Revenue 
Code of 1912 written in Urdu and we then made 
arrangen1ents for its translation. A search for reco~ds-of
rights of 1909 took some of us to the old Record Room of 
the Headquarter tehsil, which was a samadhi of tantrik 
Naga sadhu, and with more than its fair share of snake
holes and scorpions. But the efforts paid off in the end, as 
one wa:s aole to put together some old reports on 
administration of the Karauli State and arrive at certain 
conclusions about tenancy rights by reading them in 
conjunction with the I 912 Revenue Code and sorne other 
books and articles by authors like Baden-Powell, Sukhvir 
Singh G1ehlot and S. B. Shrivastava. ·· 

I must c~onfess · that this report has been rather hurriedly 
written, , and · that non- availability of the right fora for 
discussing it in draft in Karauli may have led to some 

· inconsistencies or incorrectness, although an attempt has 
been made to verify data and the legal position as 
accurately as possible. There might also be some repetition 
of ihoughts at various places, but the subject requires 
reinforcc!ment of certain ideas, and the reader is assured 
that this repetition is as much for their benefit as it is fi.1r the 
author. I can only hope that this effort pays off for the 
cultivators on Muafi Mandfr lands, who live an unsure life 
under . constant threat of abrogation of their rights and 
deletion of their names from the current land records. If 
there arc! any tenants-at-will created by law, they are to be 
found rltght there in Karauli, and perhaps in some other 
districts of Rajasthan as well. 
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1 
Introduction 

1.1 "Muafi Mandir" is a term that appears frequently in 
Jamabandis1 and other land records in use In Rajasthan, 
though a specific definition is not available in the various 
acts in force relating to ]and revenue and tenancy rights. 
The tern1 as understood in common parlance refers to 
erstwhile religious grants made by Jagirdars2 for the upkeep 
of deities; the sanads3 usually having been executed in 
favour of the idol through the temple priest (pujari) or the 
shebait or a body of panchas. These pujaris/ shebaits/ 
panchas had been entrusted with the task of receipt of land 
revenue on behalf of the idol, and with the management of 
temple affairs. The incomes thus derived provided for the 
upkeep of the temple, and sometimes for the upkeep of the 
priest as well. These persons or bodies responsible for 
managen1ent would either undertake the cultivation of these 
lands through hired labour under personal supervision, or 
as was the case with almost all grants, they now collected 
the land revenue from the cultivators on behalf of the idol 
instead of the King. The tenants on these lands were earlier 
paying a part of the crop produce as lease rental, and have 
mostly cultivated these lands for many generations. 

1 Record of Rights. 
2 Estate-holders, who had been granted the right by the King to collect 
land revenue from the cultivators. 
·'Lease deeds / deeds of rights issued by the King. 



1.2 As a result of the land reforms processes initiated in the 
1950s, aln1ost all the cultivators recorded in the pre- 1952, 
and some of those re:corded in the post- 1952 records also 
were granted Khatedari4 rights and . recorded as such in the 
settlement5 ·records t1f 1958. But a process of deletion of 
names of Khatedars started later, especially in the 1980s, 
that has resulted in a complete lack of security of tenure for 
these cultivators. This paper intends to study the rights of 
tenants, as they existed in the Karauli State, and as they 
exist in modem time:s; and to bring out recommendations 
on how the position of cultivators could be improved in so 
far as their tenancy rights arc concerned. 

1.3 Some confusion has e:xisted about temple and idol 
· . properties. It has gene,rally 1been felt by policy makers that 

in case a ·solution · targeted towards improvement of 
cultivators' rights is imple:mented, there is likely to be 
widespread opposition front religious groups and various 
other quarters. This has perhaps been one reason why 
modem State Governments have been hesitant in working 
out a solution in this direction. The difference between 
Muafi Mandirs and l\1odem·· day Mandirs must therefore be 
understood correctly:, the o:rigin ·of Muafi Mandirs lies in 

4 Khatedari rights, in so far as Karauli is concerned, were defined for the 
first time in the Rajasthan Tenancy :\ct 1955, and even the Rajasthan 
Land Reforms and Jagir Resumption .\ct of 1952 had failed to define this 
phrase. But the concept of "Khatedar" as was then understood meant 
permanent occupancy rights, ·and rights that were heritable and · 
transferable. 
' 'I11e settlement operations had commenced in 1955 and were completed 
by 1958. 
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the grant of lands in Muafi to an idol in the "State times" 
just as the Jagirdairs wer1e made assignments of land 
revenue. In contrast, the origin of modem- day Mandirs lies 
in a group of interested persons coming together, normally 
as a Trust, and organisatiorn of funds for purchase of land 
and for construction of tern.pies; and these trusts then run 
the temples on the same principles as any other non
governmental organh;ation. These .trusts buy and sell lands, 
and lease out prope11ies o\vned by them, and they enjoy 
proprietary rights (and in the case of Rajasthan, 
"Khatedari" rights as we know them) on such lands. In 
contrast, Muafi lands are not owned by a particular temple, 
or . by the controlling trust if one has been recognised as 
such; Muafi lands are publiic lands like any other and the 
trust does not have any Khatedari rights on such Muafi 
lands. It is the la\vfully recorded cultivators who are 
entitled to the recognition of their Khatedari rights. 
Recognition of Kha1tedari 1rights of cultivators on Muafi 
lands thus affects only those cases where land revenue 
assignments had be1en made to idols. Such recog~ition 
would neither affect lands I.awfully acquired by trusts, nor 
the issue of temple n1anage1nent as such. This must also be 
seen in the context of the fi1ct that the rights of cultivators 
on Muafi. lands had been recognised in Rajasthan as early 
as 1952, when Khat1edari ri1ghts had been permitted to be 
continued in respect of cultivators whose names appeared 
in pre- 1952 land records in the capacity of cultivators 

'' :\s will be seen later, the Deva!;than Department has erred in law by 
including Muafi lands gra1nted to idols in lists of properties owned/ held 
by the controlling trusts. Idols and Trusts are separate juristic persons, 
and a temple is not a juristic person at all. 
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enjoying ht~ritable and transferable rights; and therefore, the 
changes now would really be in continuation of the existing 
position ·rather than .an . outright alteration in the 
Government policy. 

t .. t ·Thus, the legal framework for consolidation of the 
rights of the cultivators in Rajasthan is already in place, and 
as will be seen later, the current requirements in Rajasthan 
are only to restructure the administrative mechanisms to 
e11tsure effe·ctive implementation of existing provisions and 
to implemc!nt the existing law more correctly; to bring in 
the administrative orders in compliance with the provisions 
of law and the princip~es enumerated by various Courts; 
and to bring in clarificatory am_endments to the existing 
acts to :bririg them ih line with the principles adopted by the 
High Court and the Supreme Court while granting rights to 
cultivators ·on Muafi Mandir lands. 
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2 
Identification o/the Problem 

2 .• t As a part of the focus on land reform process initiated 
during the Socialistic start of the Country's · polity, 
Rajasthan Government in 1952 enacted. the Rajasthan Land 
Reforms and Resumption of Jagirs Act (hereinafter referred 
to as "the Jagir Act") with a view to resume the area under 
such grants, · and to grant Khatedari rights to tenants 
cultivating such lands. As a result of these provisions, a 
number of tenants (many whose names are to be found in 
title pre-1952 records as well) had been recorded as 
•:hatedar tenants in the settlement records of 1958. But the 
Revenue lBoard in 1984 and consequently in 1987, relying 
on a Supreme Court judgment of 1967, declared that: 

1. Idols were perpetual minors, 

2. And hence, reading the provisions of the Jagir Act 
with those of the Rajasthan Tenancy Act [1955] 
(hereinafter referred to as "the , Tenancy Act"), 
Muafi Mandir lands would be deemed to be 
cultivated personally by the "minor" idol and would 
tht~ref ore be treated as Khudkasht 7 lands, and 

7 .\s per the J agir ,\ct, Khudkasht land~ mean any land cultivated 
personally by a Jagirdar, and include any land recorded as Khudkasht in 
the settlement records. In the case of a minor, all land is deemed to be 
cultivated pc:rsonally. The same definitions are found in the latter- da}~ 
Tenancy .\ct. But these acts by themselves do not equate the status of an 
idol with that of a minor. 
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3. Therefore as p<::r the provisions of the Jagir Act and 
the Tenancy A1ct, the: "minor" idol would be the 
"Khatedar tenant" on these lands and Khatedari 
rights would not accrue to cultivators whose names 
were not eqte1red as Khatedar tenants in the pre-
1 952 records. 

2.2 Perhaps because this findit11g of the Revenue Board was· 
on the interpretation of the e:xisting provisions of the Jagir 
Act, this judgment was then applied with retrospective 
effect in the sense that this re.striction on grant of Khatedari 
rights8 was applied right fron1 the post- 1952 records in all 
cases. This severe curtailmernt on grant · of Khatedari rights 
to cultivators ended up in the initiation of a legal process to 
delete their names from the post- 1952 Jamabandis. Thus, 
quite contrary to the objectives of the Jagir Act, as well as 
the recommendations of the Committees whose work 
formed the basis for the promulgation of the Jagir Act 
itself; we now have a position where the Government and/ 
or the Law do not reallly seem to be in favour of grant of 
Khatedari rights to cultivators who have cultivated these 
lands for at least the last 44 years. In fact, the. Mandir Murti 
(the " perpetually minor" idol) seems to have become the 
"perpetual middleman" bet\veen the cultivators and the 
Government, and the ban on grant of Khatedari rights to 
thes~ cultivators has led to a situation where they are at the 

11 111is inte rpretation of the matter is not in consonance with the historical 
position; idols had not been granted lands as such, they had only been 
assigned the land revenue. The right of the idol was therefore not of 
occupancy, hut only a right to receive the revenue payable by the 
cultivator unto itself instead of the King. 
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mercy of the Revenue or of the self- proclaimed Mandir 
authorities. And in some cases at least, a new Mandir mafia 
has sprung up, that its in a position to extort and/ or buy 
land cheap under threat of getting references initiated for 
deletion of the cultivE1tors' names9

• . · 

2.3 By virtue of the theory that cultivators cannot obtain 
Khatedari rights on l\.luafi lands (and in fact, not even Gair
Khatedari rights), such persons who have been cultivating 
lands at least since the 1958 Settlement are now in a 
position worse than cultivators who have encroached on 
"sivay-chak" (Goventment) or ''charagah" (village grazing) 
lands; since such ~nciroachers are assured of Gair-Khatedari 
and later Khatedari rights· subject to fulfillment of certain 
conditions. Similarly, the status of cultivators on Muafi 
lands is also worse 1than that of cultivators whose names 
were entered in Ja11tlabandies as Gair- khatedar tenants 
without any valid orders of a1llotment, since in cases of such 
"unauthorised" Gair- khatedars, the Government have 
recently allowed the1m to be treated first as "authorised" 
Gair- Khatedars and later as Khatedars on fulfillment of 
certain minimum critc!ria. 

2.4 Be that as it may, this process of deleting. of names of 
cultivators recorded as Khatedari tenants had in fact begun 
with the issue of Revenue: Department's orders of 30th 
March 1977, Whose intent ,Nas in fact only to ensure that 

'J ~lafia activity is by itself difficult to prove beyond all doubt, evidence of 
complicity ai:id extortion or use of force is almost impossible to come .by, 
but these assertions will be supported by some case studies elsewhere in 
this Report. 
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the mutations effected as a result of sale of Muafi lands 
t() third parties by the Pujaris or the Shebaits be 
cancelled ·by making of references by Collectors to the 
R1evenue · Board. But both as result of the finding, of the 
R·evenue Board in the 1984 and 1987 judgments, as well as 
some prolbable misunderstanding of the 1977 orders, 
T1!hsildars no started making references under the 1977 
orders · to Collectors for deletion of regular cultivators' 
names ("regular" in · the sense that their names were 
included as Khatedar tenants as a result of settlement 
operations~. and not due to purchase fron1 Pujaris/ Shebaits ). 
Collectors also; sometimes with reference to the Revenue 
Board's decisions of 1984/ 1987, and sometimes eyen 
w~thou~ altly such reference, forwarded such cases for 
deletion of ·entries· to the Revenue Board, which then 
approved such deletions in almost all the cases 11

• 

2.5 · But :the implementation of the Jagir Act, or for that 
matter of the Government orders, has not been unifonn in 
various parts of the State, and this implementation has also 
differed over time, on account of various interpretations 
given to clauses in the Jagir and Tenancy Acts at various 
points of time by the Revenue Board, the Govem1nent of 

111 Tehsildar are the lowest revenue officers/ courts, assisted by a staff that 
maintains and updates land records. They also · enjoy the powero; of 
E:cecutive ~fagistrates within .their respective jurisdictions. 
11 .\s will be later shown by means of case studies, Collectors and the 
Rc!venue Board did not perform ·the basic check of the status of such 
cultivators in the pre-1952 records in most cases, which was a requirement 
of both the Jagir .\ct as well as of the Revenue Board's decisions. The 
process of deletion of names became .a mechanical process instead of 
examining the facts and circumstances of each and every case separately. 
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R;ajasthan, the High Court and the Supreme Court. In fact, 
quite contrary to their position as understood by the · ~ 

Government/ the Revenue Board, the High Court in 1990, 
1999 and 2000, and the Supreme Court in 1996 both have 
allowed the grant of ~hatedari rights on Muafi lands in 
cf:rtain post- l952 cases on the basis of some general 
principles, but . these cases have perhaps not got the 
attention they deserve. ·The continued insistence of the 
Revenue Board and of the Government on grant of 
Khatedari rights only to pre- 1952 cases also undermines 
the importance of the Settlement operations of 1958, which · 
resulted in perhaps the only accurately documented record 
of possess.ion and rights, being the first · full settlement 
operations after the Karauli State settlement12 ending in 
1912. In many cases, as already stated, the strict provisions 
of the Jagir Act have restricted the grant of khat.edari rights 
to cultivators recorded in the Settlement records, although 
in· some cases the High Court and the Supreme Court have 
taken a more liberal view of the Jagir Act's provisions and 
have come to the rescue of cultivators and granted such 
rights overriding the principles adopted by the Revenue 
Board and the Government. The agrarian economy has also 

12 The first settlement operations in Karauli State were undertaken in 
_g'08-1912, when a Revenue Code of 1881- 1882 based on the Jhalawar 
Revenue Code was in place. Pursuant to the regular settlement operations, 
W. Shaw, ICS, the Settlement Officer for Karauli and Dhaulpur States, 
prepared a Revenue Code which contained various provisions relating to 
rights of cultivators and Jagirdars/ Muafidars on revenue lands, and the 
manner of keeping of land records. The next settlement operations in 
Kuauli (erstwhile Hazur) and Sapotra tehsils commenced only in 1955 
and were completed in 1958, a full six years after the coming into being of 
the Rajasthan Land Reforms and Resumption of Jagirs .\ct. 
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become modernised in the meanwhile; prices of land have 
substantially increased due to popufatio.n pressures . and 
developmental activiti~!s making agricultural · land_ . ~ 
attractive . investment peopositilon; Trusts have been setup . . . 

for looking aft~r certain temples; and most of these lands 
have uow ceased to be the main source of revenue 13 for the 
upkeep of temples. A· t:line ha:s therefore come to evaluate 
the history and ~xperience with Muafi Mandir lands with a 
view to determine whether there is npw a need to modify · 
the provisions of the relevant .Acts so as to grant khatedari 
rights to long- term cu:ltivators on a more. large-scale and 
focused manner, ke~p:lng in mind the factual position 
regarding the cultivation :of these lands. · 

1.\ The State time concept was of the Muafidar being entitled to land 
revenue. only; and the cultivators had permanent occupancy rights. 

IO 

I 

I 
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The Histo~r-y of J.leligious Grants 

3.1 The practice of religious grants14 traces itself to the 
concept of Revenue-free lands and. Revenue ·assignments. 
During and after the Mugal times, the rulers of Indian 
States, both Hindu and Moslem, had been accustomed to 
remit the land revenue on ce:rtain -lands, or to make such 
grants . or assignments. .. Mohamm,edt\n Revenue Law · 
recognises lands · that ~rere expressly · granted in this way as 
lakhiraj (Arabic . la=no1t, and khiraj=the land tax under the 
Mohammedan Law). The Moslem rulers formally 
distinguished such grants, into two categories- those that 
gave a title to the land (milk}, and those that only assigned 
the revenue. A very co1nmon class of milk grants was made · 
in favour of pious and !learned persons, or for the support of 
a school, a mosque, a temp lie (in favour · of the deity) or 
some tomb or shrine; here either a bit of land w~s granted 
revenue-free, or the land was already owned by the grantee 
and the revenue v1as riemitted: the term Muafi 
(Arabic=pardoned) ~or inam ·(reward or ·benefaction) was 
used for such grants. Jagir wa·s the other kind of grant 
where revenue assignments wt~re made, 

3.2 Over a period of time, and including in the course of 
practice of Land Revenue law in Rajasthan, the term Muafi 
has been associated with Jagi1r (and for the purpose of this 
article, both terms shall be treated as the same) for the 

,_. ":\ Short ~-\ccount of the Land Revenue and its .-\dministration in 
British India: with a sketch of the Land Tenures", B. H. Baden-Powell , 
OUP 1894, pages 53 & 119. 
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simple reason that in Northern India, there was no universal 
rule that either the Jagirdar or the smaller grantees 
(~tiuafidars) were, or had indeed, become proprietors15

• The 
Rajputana Muafi tradition thus differed from the 
Mlohammedan Muafi traditions. Strictly speaking, as· per 
Mlohammedan Law, Jagir refers to the system of revenue 
a5signment and not to grant of land. Jagirs were special 
grants, usually hereditary, ·where the revenue was assigned 
in exchange ofguarantees of services should the matters of 
the State ·so require. As already stated, properly speaking, 
the term ''Muafi" indicated the pardoning of the Revenue 
charges on a person's own land, or on land that had been 
granted to him; and it did not · involve service or keeping 
troops; while the te·nn "Jagir" meant an assignment of the 
R1evenue of a tract, always on condition of service. Muafi 
traditions of the Raj put kings were different in. ·the sense 
that Muafidars were smaller grantees (assignees of land 
revenue), and the· te~ant cultivators paid the assessed land 
revenue to the Muafidar instead of the King himself. The 
position of the tenant under the Muafidar or the Jagirdar 
was similar, and the difference lay in the relationship of the 
Ja.girdars and the Muafidars with the King in the sense tliat 
the Muafidar ·was exempt from payment of commission on 
land revenue to the King, · and that unlike a Jagirdar, the 
M:uafidar was not required to render military or political 
service to the Kings. References to Muafi in this article will 
therefore relate to the Rajputana tradition of the Muafidar 
not being a landholder or a proprietor, but only an entity 

15 Ibid, page 118. 
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tmtitled to receipt of rent from the Khatedar cultivators, 
'¥ith no occupancy_ rights for itself. 

~l.3 Jagirdari tenures were of different varieties16
, from 

"lstamarar" which was a permanent lease of interest in land 
Jor· which a fixed sum was payable each year (generally to 
attract pe:rsons to bring barren lands under cultivation), to 
another variation of Istamarar called '~suba" in the erstwhile 
Sawai Madhopur . District, to "Jivika" grants made to 
younger sons of the Chief or of the Thakur for their 
rnai.ntenance, to "Aloofa" and "Khangi" grants made 
respectively to the ladies or descendents of the ruler'~ 
household, and to persons other than such ladies or 
descendents; Khangi grants including "Lowazma" 
(maintenance of paraphernalia) and "Kotri-khirch" 
(household expenses) grants. In fact, the Rajasthan Land 
Refonn·s and Resumption of Jagirs Act recognises 44 
s.pecific types of tenures (including Muafi) that qualify to 
be treated as Jagirs. Thus, even though Istamarar, Jagir and 
PAuafi are different kinds of tenures, the Revenue law in 
Rajasthan treats these at par in the land records if these 
grants have been recorded in favour of a deity. 

Iii "Rajasthan District Gazeteers: Sawai Madhopur", Government of 
Rajasthan publication, 1981, pages 300-301. 
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4 
,Land Revenue Syste1n in Karauli State · 

4.1 Karauli State was n1led by Jadon Rajputs, who trace 
their origin to Lord Sri Krishna, the mythological Hindu 
god. The State originally consisted of five tehsils- Hazur, 
Machilpur, Jirota, Utgir . and · rvtandrail. Jirota tehsil was 
later shifted to Sapotra. The nders paid no tribute to the 
British Government or to any other Indian State. 

4.2 The ruler of the Stat1! was the recognised oWller of the 
· land in Khalsa villages sllld the overlord in the Bapoti and 

Jagir villages 17
• Grants origim~lly made as Bapot~s had 

sometimes been excessively sub- divided, so much so that 
they began to be counted as Reza Muafis (stray revenue 
free plots). All the Bap<>tidars and Jagirdars paid a fixed 
revenue that was called Khandi. The successor to a dead 
Jagir or Bapoti holder of a whole village had -to pay death 
du.ties (called Matmi) to the State before mutations could 
be granted in their favour. This tax in case of a direct lineal 
descendent amounted . tc1 ,half the yearly income of the 
es!a~e, while in the case of a successor other than a lineal 
descendant, the whole year's income was taken as Matmi. 

4.3 Some of the smaller Bapotidars as well as Reza Muafl 
holders cultivated their own lands. Every village had its 
leading cultivating families who derived their importance 
from antiquity as claiming descent from the original settlers 
of the village. They were called Biswedars and had special 

17 The Karauli State .-\dministralion Report, 1938- 1939, pages, 7 & 8. 
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privileges; for instance, they '¥ere entitled to realize certain 
kinds of cesses for the constnJction of wells and houses by 
the other cultivators of thte · villages. The head-men 
designated as Mehtas . were generally appointed in each 
village from amongst these Biswedars and were .paid at the 
rate of 1.5% as Mehat Chut on · the · revenue, for their · 
services that consisted m~inly of assistance in the collection 
of revenue and ~rranging for the cultivation of abandoned 
holdings. Sometimes. the ~vf ehtas were ·given land for 
cultivation in lieu of these payments. These temporary 
arrangements for cultivation vvere called Bachan. 

4.4 There was no regular se1ttlement in the State prior to 
1882. A bare Code of Civill and Revenue Laws 18 was 

. I 

introduced in 1881-82, which was fashioned on the basis of 
the code in force in the:~ Jhala,111ar State. This Code was also 
influenced · by the British In:dian Laws relating to Land 
Revenue. A summary settlenrlent was attempted in 1882, 
planned to be in force for four years. Later, in .1886, a plane 
table survey was also attempted; but there was no 
comparison of shajras19 with the field registers (khasras ), 
the entries were largely unrel:iable and incomplete, and the 
survey records were not even attested. 

4.5 A regular, full- fledged settlement was initiated in 1908 
and was completed by 30th June, 1912. W. Raw, Esq., ICS, 
who led this settlement of the Dhaulpur and Karauli States, 

tK Report on the .\dministration of the Karauli State (R.-\KS), 1906-1907, 
vanous pages. 
1 ~ Field Maps. 
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'also compiled a report including a new Revenue Code20 

defining .the rights and liabilities of the cultivators, 
MiLiafidars, etc. As a result of this report, the old system of 
land revenue and collection underwent a considerable 
change. The . villages post- 1912 settlement were' now 
grouped int.o Khalsa, Jagir and Muafi categories, and some 
Muafi resmnption seems to have been undertaken in · 1914-
191521 andl also 1918-192322

• Registers of Muafi were 
prt~pared, alongwith complete Misal- 1-Iaqiat (records of 
rights). · These Misal- Haqiats record the names of 
cultivators (te~ants) and the Shikmi Kashtkars (sub
tenants) if the tenancy had been sub- let. A perusal of some 
of these documents prepared . in 1909 show that there were 
ahnost no · sub- tenancies on Khalsa and Muafi · lands23

• 

Muafis were given to Murtis (Mua.fi Mandir) and religious 

20 The Revenue Code compiled by \~'. Raw containing inter-aha, his 
ob:;ervations, rights and liabilities of cultivators~ and methodologies for 
ent'ry in records.was approved in ~lay 1912 in a full meeting of the Raja's 
Durbar. this code was published in 1914 in Urdu by the Deputy 
Collector of l(arauli State~ and relevant chapters have now been translated 
in Hindi in 2002 by the Office of the District Collector, Karauli under the 
title of "Kanoon ~Iaal Riyasat Karauli". 
21 JL \KS 1914--1915, various pages. 
22 JL \KS 1918-1923, various pages. 
2.\ .\ perusal of ~lisal- Haqiats persuant to the 1909 settlement for Mauza 
Gairai Hazur Tehsil, ~Iauza Siloti ~lachilpur Tehsil, r..Iauza Bindapura 
Hazur Tehsil, and ~fauza Dhukawali · ~fachilpur Tehsil show that sub
te11.ancies exis,ted in less than 1°/o of Khalsa lands. These records also 
make note of the land revenue payable by these tenant cultivators. ~Iisal
Ha qiats persuant to the 1909 settlement for ~fauza Gairai Hazur Tehsil, 
l\fauza Siloti ~fachilpur Tehsil, and ~Iauza Dhukawali r..Iachilpur Tehsil 
ha11e been relied upon for understanding the position regarding ~fua fi 

lands. 
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institutions (Muafi Math), and also to individuals for 
selected s~rvices like carpentry (Muafi Khidmat Badhai), ... 
water- suppliers (Muafi Khidmat Paniharan), barbers 
(Muafi Khidmat Nai), sweepers (Muafi 'Khidmat Mehtar), 
escorts to the King's guards and escorts to revenue 
collectors (Muafi Khidmat Barai), village entertainers 
(Muafi Khidmat .Dome) and village potters (Muqfi Khidmat 
Kumhar). 

4.6 An interesting point of note here is that the records 
pertaining to Muafi Mandir and Muafi Math lands show 
that these lands were cultivated in almost all cases by 
tenants, not being Shikmi tenants. Another point of note 
here is that· the records mention the land revenue payable 
against all Muafis, although the Muafidar was never 
expected to pay these sums to the King as per the Muafi 
traditiorn. These entries must have been made to help the 
King's accountants keep records of the land revenue 
pardoned·, and also to help the tenants, if any, to_ know the 
land revenue payable by them to the Muafidar. It can 
therefor•~ safely be confinned that the Rajputana tradition 
of Muafi was different from the Mohammedan .tradition; 
and that in the Rajputana tradition, the Muafidar was just 
like a Jagirdar, only that the Muafidar paid no fix.ed sum or 
percentage to the King against the revenue collected, and 
that the :Muafidar performed no political or military service. 

4.7 The view that Muafidars were not proprietors is 
supported by the fact that these Muafis could be resumed at 
the pleasure of the King and that Mandir Muafidars in 
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particular could not mortgage or transfer these properties24
• 

·Even in the case o:f lstamarar Muafis25
, the Istamarardars · 

were not proprietors and could not transfer their Muafis. 
Cultivators on the:)e lands (Jagir, and Muafi including 
Istamarar) . had the same rights as were available to 
cultivators ori Khalsa lands. The cultivating tenures being 
Ryotwari, tenants could not be ejected from their holding as 
long as they continued to pay rents for them26

. The lands 
were assessed to land revenue, /which was the amount 
payable by the cultivators to the Istamarardar27

. The 
Istamarardar on the other hand, paid no amount to the King 
in ·the first year~ paid hat f the agreed rent in the second 
year, and the full ag:reed rent from the third year onwards. 

2
-t Chapter 12- ''Jagir and Mua(i" of the 1912 Revenue Code of the Karauli 

State, published in 1914. 
2

j "Kayavad Istamarar, State Karauli,, - the "Rules of Istmarar in the 
Karau!i State", State Jail Press, Katrauli, 1941. 
:zr, rfbe Karauli State .\dministration Report, 1938-1939, page 8. 
n ·Ibid page 21. · 
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5 
Secondary Evidence on Land Tenures in Karauli 

· .~tate 

5.1 The Revenue Code .prepaLred pursuant to J~e Settlement . 
of the Karauli State undertaken by W. Raw in 1912 is the · 
best starting point. for exan1ining the rights available to 
cultivators on Khalsa, Jagir and Muafi lands, although this 
code was only a Code, _and not an Act per se. The av~ilable· 
literature points to the absence of any Law as such 
regulating the rights of tenants on such lands in Karauli 
State28

•· But the acceptance of this Code by the full Darbar· 
shows that it's provisions detailing· the rights of the 
cultivators had been explicitly recognised by the State. 
Apart from Raw's Revenue Code, there is a good amount 
of secondary evidenc•~ available in academic publications 
and reports of various ·comn1ittees that throws light ·on the 
rights of tenants on Khalsa, Jagir and Muafi lands, in 
Karauli and elsewhere.- \Vhich is of great use in 
understanding the position that would have existed then.-

5.2 But first, a reiteration of the features of the Khalsa, the 
Jagir and the Muafi systems is in place. As already stated 
earlier, the ·tenn Jagir refers not to a system of assignment 
of land- title as in the Zamindari systems, but only to a 
system where the land revenue was assigned to certain state 
offices and to military comrnarids. Muafi meant rights to 

2" 1his situation is unlike some other States, for instance, the Jaipur, 
,-\jmer, Bundi~ Bikaner and. ~larwa1r States, which had regular Tenancy 
.\cts of their own. 
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receive land revenue, and no liability to military service by 
the Muafidar.-;Muafi thus ·· related to pard,oQ:i~g·: Qf land 
rcvenue29

; the tenant paid the land revenue payable directly 
to the Muafidar. Khalsa, of course, were lands that were 
administered directly .by the .Emperor's Piw.ap,, AmH," and 
other officials, the revenue or'which went to .th~ Treasury. 

• I ' . • .~ • • • • • • • • .• ' 

5.3 Such :was -the hist9rical difference betw~en ~he. ,righ~s of. 
the Muafi<iars vis.:.a-vis Jagirdars in the time,s .of the Karaiili 
State. But an. issue of far greater concern" i~ .the. present 
study is the rights of the tenants or the cultiv~~o.~~·· As the 
v.arious Reports on the Administration .qf the .Kai-al.iii State . 
rights frorn 191 ~.-1915 to 19.32~ 1933 indicate,. the tenures 
~'ere Ryotwari ·in natur~. This must then .. b.e. read. :with the 
fact that . all available literatµre since 1 ~94 points to 
Ryotwari tenants . having . occup~cy rights~ ari4 rights that 
are permanent, ·heritabl.e and generally ~ tran.sf~rable in 
nature30

• This would indicate that the tenants of .Khalsa, 
Jagir and Muafi lands as recorded in the then prevalent 
Land Records of I the K:arauli State had really Khatedari 
rights as we understand the1n. This analysis . is also 
supported by the notes in the Report of the. Vankatachar 
Committee Report31 that in the Karauli State ".~ .. Khalsa and 
Jagir tenants had similar rights .... ". As . already noted 

. . .. · 

~J ".\ Short .\ccount of the Land Revenue and its .\dministration in · 
Bi:itish India: with a sketch of the Land Tenures", B. H. Baden-Powell , 
OUP 1894, pages 53 & 116. 
·'"Ibid, page 126. 
H The Rajasthan · Jagirdari .\bolition Committee Report, as q·uoted in 
''Jagirdari Abolition in Rajasthan", Sukhvir Singh Gehlot , (in HindiJ, 
Publisher Devendra Singh Gehlot 1956, page 39. 
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earlier, the 1912 Revenue Code of Karauli anyway allowed 
mortgage and purchase of Muafi lands by cultivators. 

5.4 In ~~orthem India generally, there was no universal rule 
that either the Jagirdar, or the smaller grantee (Muafidar), 
was, or had become, proprietor32

• In this context, it is also 
important to note that the Muafidars in Karauli did not 
bring nt~w lands under cultivation; rather they were granted 
rights to revenue on lands already under cultivation by third 
party cultivators. So wlten this fact is read with the Laws of 
Manu33 on property ("Land is his who first cleared a\.vay 
the jungle, as the deer is his who first brought it down"), 
which principles incidentally also form the basis of 
Ryotwari holdings; and also read with the fact the various 
reports on administration of the Karauli State clearly 
indicate that the holdings were indeed Ryotwari in nature 
and tha1t the revenue laws of British India had formed the 
basis of the revenue codes in Karauli; then the only 
conclusion to be drawn is that these cultivators had rights 
of occupancy, transfer and inheritance't just as was the 
position in British India34

• This bundle of rights has 
traditionally being known as ''Khatedari" rights, and 
therefore, it can safely and doubly35 be concluded that the 

.u ".-\ Short .\ccount of the Land Revenue and its .\dmmistrM:ion i;n 
British India: with a sketch of the Land Tenures", B. H. Baden-Powell , 
OUP 1894, page 118 . 
. B Ibid, page 123. The Laws of Manu, as we know them, are of origin of 
500 B.C . 
. H Ibid, page 126 . 
. \5 Doubly, since the 1912 Revenue Code alone shows that I\fuafi 
cultivators had heritable and transferable rights. 
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persons recorded as cultivators in the revenue records pre-
1952 had indeed enjoyed Khatedari rights. This conclusion 
also flows from . the benefi1t of presumption, since even 
today, the persons whose narnes .. are recorded as cultivators 
in modem- day Jamabandis are treated as Kh~tedar tenants 
unless indicated otherwise in the revenue records. It 
follows that the same benefits of presumption should be 
available to persons r<:!corded as cultivators in the pre- 1952 
Jamabandis. 
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16 
The Political Mrovem.ents towards Jagirdari 

Abolition 

· 6.1 Some administrative progress towards strengthening the 
rights of tenants had begun post- Bengal Famine period, but 
the real push came ~rith Gandhi's· campaigns in 1917 in 
Champaran and with the Kheda Satyagrahas. The AICC36 

approved in May 1929 a resolution that some fundamental 
changes would be-required in the prevailing economic and 
social structure to rerrao.ve the gros8 inequalities within the 
agrarian structures. This was further followed lip by the 
1946 Election Manifesto of ·the Congress that it would be . 
necessary to remove ntiddlen1en between the cultivator and 
the Government, even by compensating the middlemen if 
the need so arises. A similar recommendation was made in 
the 1948 report cha:ired by Jawahar Lal Nehru. Next, 
pursuant to a meeting chaired by Dr. Rajendra Prasad with 
Revenue Ministers of all . states, it was also decided to set 
up a "Congress Land Refonns Committee" in 1947~ · This 
committee gave the follo~ring . recommendations ·in its 
report submitted in 1948: · 

l. There ·should 6e no rol€~ for middlemen between the -
cultivator and the Government,_ and the cultivator alone 
. should have rights on land occupied by him, 

"' .\11 India Congrcts Committee, the full general body of the Indian 
National Congress. 
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2. · There should be no sub- tena~cy except on lands held 
by wid.qws,_ minor~ anct . 9ther . dis~ble4\:~~~~\~H~\·;~,<l 

' . 

3. Full rights. ("~hogadhikar'.') ·should de~olve ~~on a 
person culttvahng land continuously for six year~ . 

• • , . . , •. ' : ·, · _. . .,; · . :, ' ' . • , · ~'· : ~·I .: ,: ~ ~ ' . :- 'f :•., <, , , :;.~; ~, ~-,, 

'·· · . ·. .. . : .. , . . . .. . .. '·.. . ... , -·l . .. :. 1-: ~ .... ·. ' . ;. . . 

6.:t A numtbet of steps_· were· then taken by._ \1ariotls~·ss~ate ·. 
Governments,· like abolitiort of Zatnindaris~L"efiachneh( of 
Tt:nancy Statutes, an~ ~o '0.ri_. But for our pµn)Ose~~ & ·study . 
of the Vankatachar CQtntili.hee Report38 is.· ne·~~~~ary, ~ :as it 
was this . committee whos~ . study . of the siibje;St ~rid,· whose 
re,:ommendations forme'd t~e .. basis or ··ihe:~ R1ajas~han ·Land 
Reforms and .Resµmption ' of Jagi.rs Acf [19~2].-i : Bro~d,ly, 
this Committ~e made a. not~ o.f tl)e f~llowing·~9: -: · ,· · · · -·· · 

1. 

2. 

. - " . ' . • . ·: : t .... ' .- .· ·' ; ·.' . ,. 

That Jagirdars _nev.~r- >:really , · had · · immutable .- ·or · 
hereditar:Y rights, ·an(j that d1is · ''h~reditary" · l~~~ry · 
was re~lly a de- fact~ ' riotion,' · · · -i : : . ·'i~· ~. ' 7Y~ ~,; 

. ...'. ~ . --~ ~ 1 .. . ' . . 

Th~; _~hhough in some ~eas the teriilncy 't~W 1 tiag ' not 
. been · codified, the . g~neral · ptincipl~ · 1was ·;that ' the 

.cultivator anyway had permanent · and' heritable· ·~ights, 
subject to payment of land revenue, · !. ,. · ·· · ·

1r: · · -· · 

• . . . ~ ·i. • " 

.\7 This recommendation appears to be similar to the uTwettf! Years' Rule" 
provided under · .\ct X of 1859 in the Bengal artd the: North- \\:'est 
Provinces, which created a general rule that ass4r~ . ~he ~tatus of an 
"occupancy tenant" for any tenant · having continuo~sly held the same 
land for twelve years. 1bis has now come to he known as the "Law of 
.\dverse Possession" under the Limitation .\ct . 
. \x The Rajas than J agirdari .-\bolition Committee Report~. 1949 . .. . 
w .-\s quoted in "J agirdari .-\ bolition in Rajasth~n", Sukhvir Singh Gehlot , 
[in Hindi] Publisher Devendra Singh Gehlot 1956, pages 11--56:.;.. ... 

' . 
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3. That under ·Hindu Law, the Jagirdar- Cultivator 
relationship was not a superior- subordinate 
relationship, but a partnership; and that the cultivator 
had hereditary, occupancy rights40

, · ' 

4. That even under the Mohammedan Law, the ''kafirs" 
cultivating lands were not to be treated merely as 
cultivators, but more as land- owners, 

S. That there was no bar to grant of Khatedari rights on 
Jagir lands, as evidenced by the Jaipur Tenancy Act 
[1947] and the Jodhpur Tenancy Act which had 
Oprovided for Khatedari or occupancy rights to 
cultivators on lands held by them, and 

6. That tenants on Khalsa and Jagir lands enjoyed 
similar rights in Karauli, Kota, Banswara, Shahpura, 
Dungarpur, Kishangarh, Bundi, Tonk, Jhalawar, · 
Ahvar and Dhaulpur States. 

6.3 This Committee then made a number of 
recommt~ridations concerning abolition of the Jagirdari 

· systems, and . in so far as Muafi Mandir lands are 
concerned, some of its important recommendations were as 
follows: 

40 This report makes a note of the old traditional Hindu Law of J aimini, 
which recognised that the cultivator was an equal partner in the land 
alongwith .the King, and not a subordinate in terms of the proprietary 
right . . 
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. l 

1. That these grants shouldl be resumed into Khalsa lands 
(that they should become Government property), and 

2. The tenants on Jagir grants made for religious 
purposes and tenants on Muafi grants must enjoy the 
same rights as arc available to other tenants . 

.f 
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The Laws governin~r right~~ on Muafl Mandir Lands 

7.1 The number of laws that apply to M~afi Mandir lands is 
indeed numerous allld the position between them, 
sometimes· contradicto1:y. The: principal ·revenue Acts are 
the specifically promulgated Rajasthan Land Reforms 
and Resumption of J:agirs .Act. [ 1952] that applies to all 
Jagir lands, the Rajusthan Tenan-cy Act (1955] that · 
regulates rights of tenants on agricultural lands and rights 
of Khudkashts, and the · Rajasthan Public Trusts Act 
[ 1959] that provides for some · role for the Devasthan 
Department in regard to proJX~rties belonging to a Trust. In 
addition, since the rev~~nue courts have held mandir murtis 
to be perpetual minors, the spe:cific provisions of the Hindu 
Minority and Guardianshi1~ Act [ 1956] that apply to 
restrictions on transfer of property of minors have also been 
held to be applicable to such lands. 

7 .2 Apart from the above .Acts and the Rules framed 
thereunder~ there have been a number of rulings, both from 
the Revenue Board andl the Hilgh Court, and in some cases, 
from the Supreme Court as well. Some of these rulings 
contradict each other, and sorne of the latest rulings of the 
High Court now lead to very different interpretations than 
the earlier rulings of the Revenue Board. In addition to 
these rulings, a number of administrative orders of the 
Government also control the proceedings in the revenue 
courts, even when sorne of the administrative provisions 
are now no longer in tune with the High Court Rulings. 
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8 
T.he Idol as a "Minor" 

l~. l A brief study of the various provisions of these Acts is 
:in place, before we proceed to discuss the position under 
'the rulings· of the Revenue Board and the High Court. The 
:position will be discussed ·with special reference to the 
lands of "minors", as it is this interpretation that has led to 
the cun:ent · adverse situation of cultivators. Some 
1explanations and comments on the law and/ or the rulings 
will be necessary to indicate to the reader whether the 
provision of the law or the findings of the courts are 
appropriate. 

8.2 At the very outset, it must be pointed out that there is 
no law in India that specifically and categorically says 
whether a Hindu idol is· a minor, or for that matter, a 
perpetual minor, or not41

• The first occasion when the 
Courts s1eem to have debated on the issue was in 1967, 
when the Supreme Court held that . " ... an idol is in the 
position of a minor ... "42

• The important matter here for our 
consideration is that the issue before the Supreme Court 
was not the grant of rights to tenants, but alienation of 
idol property by Shebaits/ Pujaris. The Revenue Board in 
1987 RRD 261 picked up this finding of the Supreme Court 
on rights of Shebaits/ Pujaris vis-a-vis the Idol and 
seems to have incorrectly applied the same to rights of 

41 Paragraph 11 of 1987 RRD 261 . 
42 1967 SC 1044. 
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cultivators vis-a-.vis the ldo143
. And to re- emphasise 

matters further, the issue before the Supreme Court was the 
issue of civil rights of the pujari/ shebait vis-a-vis the civil 
rights of the idol, but the Supreme Court's finding in this 
civil cast! that the idol was a minor was incorrectly applied 
by the Revenue Board to the matter of the tenancy rights 
of cultivators vis-:a-vis the tenancy/ revenue rights of the 
idol. In fact, it may be noted that the Supreme Court in 
1967 SC 1044 case restricted the rights of pujaris/ shebaits, 
whereas the Revenue Board in 1987 RRD 261 ended up 
making the pujaris/ shebaits all-powerful by curtailing the 
rights of tenants and cultivators. The Revenue Board then 
went ahead and extended the idea of the idol as a "'minor" 
to that of a ""perpetual minor" in this case, perhaps to 
protect the properties of the idol in perpetuity. But as 
already stated earlier, the idea of a "perpetual minor" also 
automatically implies extending the rights of the pujaris/ 

t .l In fact, a bare perusal of Chapter ("Fasl") 21 of Raw's Revenue Code 
0:.f 1912 shows that ~Iuafidars were not proprietors, that the lands under 
Muafi could not be mortgaged or transferred by the manager or the pujari. 
'Thi.s same code also specifically notes that the rights of cultivators on 
\Iuafi and .J agir lands are identical to those of the cultivators on Khalsa 

::ands. and a reading of the provisions on rights of cultivators on Khalsa 
I.ands show:~ that these cultivators had hereditary rights, rights of mortgage 
:md sale (transfer). mortgage, and sub- letting; in short, the foll package of 
1~ghts that we understand as Khatedari rights. Cultivators on 1\Iuafi/ Jagir 
I.ands could not be ejected without the permission of the Deputy 
Collector, \ltho was to ensure that such ejection would not be approved if 
rhe intentions of the applicant were made . with mala- fide intentions of 
rent extraction. Thus, the rights of managers and pujaris had been limited 
by this Revenue Code, whereas this same Code had clearly granted the 
Harne bundle of rights to cultivators on ~Iuafi/ Jagir lands that had been 
made available to cultivators on Khalsa lands. 
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shebaits in . perpetuity and ell permanent curtailment in the 
rights of the cultivators on these lands. This permanent 
curtailment is the real problem, because cultivation of 
M uafi lands or thei1r use for some other purposes is a 
practical reality~ Curtailing the rights · of these tenant 
cultivators then redu1;es them to a position of "tenants-at
will"', where the idol and/ or the pujari/ shebait becomes a 
"Zamindar". This is cle~rly contrary to the earlier Muafi 
position, where the pujari/ shebait only had the right to 
collect and to receive lands revenue. 
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Position unde1· the Jagir Act 

9.1 The Jagir Act of · t 952 allowed resumption of lands 
granted to Jagirdars, "Jagir" having been de.fined to include 

. ·"Muafi". As already stated e.arlier, Muafls had been granted 
for various purposes, for individual services like Muafi 
Khidmats, and for pulblic purposes, like Muafi Mandirs. 
While the Jagir Act allowc!d resumption of Jagirs in 
general, section 20 of this )lct prohibited resumption of 
those Jagirs whose incomes \Vere used for the maintenance 
of places of religious service. This section was deleted by 
gazette notification of Jl 6. l 2.1 '957 by section 3 of Rajasthan 
Act No. 43 of 1957. 

9.2 Section 9 of this A~~t stated that ''every tenant in a Jagir 
land who at the commc!nceme~nt of this Act was entered in 

· the revenue records as a khatedar, pattedar, khademdar or 
under any other description irnplying that the tenant has a 
heritable and a full transferable right in· the tenancy shall 
continue to have such lights alnd shall be called a khatedar 
tenant in respect of such land". The two important points to 
be noted in respect of this sec;tion are ( 1) Khatedari rights 
are to mean heritable and traltlsferable rights in respect of 
lands44

, and (2) That rc!sumption of Jagirs was not a pre
requisite to enjoyment of Khatedari rights post- 1952 by 

44 This is an important and the firs.t post- independence definition of 
Khatedari rights, since the Tenancy .-\ct of 1955 came later, which then 
made available some more rights to Khatedari tenants, such as rights of 
lease, exchange, division, surrender and improvements. 
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tenants vvho were recorded in the pre- 1952 records under 
any description implying · they had heritable and 
transferable rights. As has already been discussed earlier, 
persons recorded as "cultivators" in records of th~ Karauli 
State indeed enjoyed heritable and fully transferable rights 
on all Khalsa, , Jagir and ·· Muafi · lands, and were ~therefore 
entitled to enjoyment , of Khatedari rights in accordance 
with the provisions of this act. \ 
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10 
Pj"OVisions of various Important Laws 

l 0.1 The important ·provisions of certain laws have al,-eady 
been enu1nerated earlier in this report. But to reiterate, there 
is no la"' in the country that states that an idol is a minor, 
or for thatt matter, a perpetual minor. It must also be noted 
that Muafi, Inam, and Jagir themselves were post- Mughal 
phenomena. If at all there is any traditional Hindu law, the 
only law that exists is the Law of Mano, which grants 
primary rights to the person who brings the land under 
cultivation, and logically enough, to the persons who 
continue to cultivate these lands. Then, there is the Law of 
,faimini, which makes the cultivator at par with t~e king in 
~•o far as the proprietary right is concerned. 

· no.2 The 1912 Revenue Code of the Karauli · ~tate also 
1naintained this logic, and recognised rights of inheritance 
and transfer of cultivators both on Khalsa and Jagir/ Muafi 
h:~1ds. This was akin to the British Indian Law in force in· 
other Ryotwari areas, where the contract of the State was 
directly v.rith the cultivator. 

1l0.3 Modem laws in force in Rajasthan also nowhere 
· specifically granted special rights to pujaris/ shebaits on 

lviuafi Mandir lands, anQ neither did they specifically bar 
the acquisition/ recognition of Khatedari rights in post-
1952 cases. The Jagir Act of 1952 provided for 
c:ontinuation of Khatedari rights to cultivators who were 
recorded in the land records prior to 1952 under any 
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description implying that they had heritable and 
transferable rights. There is no specific bar on acquisition 
of Khatedari rights either in the Jagir Act of 1952, or the 
latter 1955 Tenancy A~ct, :only that in case of lands held by 
rninors, both these acts restrict~d the acquisition of 
Khatedari ·rights by other pc!rsons. But as already stated, 
neither of these acts equates the status of an idol with that · 

· of a minor. 

i 

10.4 Section 9 of the Jagi!r Act of · 1952 provides · for 
continuation of Kha1tedari rights ·to tenants who were 
recorded in the land records prior to 1952 under · ·any 
description implying that they had . heritable and 
transferable rights. But if the Jagirdar happens to be minor, 
sections 2(i) and 2(k) of this Act declare lands held by 
minors to be Khudkasht lands. Khudkasht lands of a 
Jagirdar are deemed to be held by the Jagirdar as a 
Khatedar tenant upon resumption of the Jagir. But it .must 
be reiterated that this act contains no provisions equating 
the status of an idol to that of a minor . 

10.5 The Tenancy Act of 1955 contains no specific 
provisions for bar on acquisition of Khatedari rights on 
lands held by an idol. In fact, the concepts of lands held by 
an idol, or the equivalence of an idol with a minor, find no 
mention in the Tenancy Act But sections 5(23) and 5(25) 
of this act certainly treat lands held by minors as 
Khudkasht, and section 13 grants Khatedari rights to the 
khudkasht holder upon resun1ption of the estate under any 
lavv in force. Section 16 bars the acquisition of Khatedari 
rights on lands held for a public purpose, and section 46 
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allows sub- letting of lands held by minors. Section 19 
provides for automatic acquisition ·. of Khatedari rights by 
tenant/ sub- tenant of Khud.kasht under certain conditions. 

10.6 The Hindu l\1Unori~¥ and Guardianship Act 1956 
read with Guardia111ship :11nd Wards· Act 1890 has been 
held to bar the sale of immoveable property belonging to an 
idol \Vithout the permission of the Court. This 1956 act by 
itself also does not have any provjsions equating the status 
of an idol to that of a minor. 

10. 7 Section 31 of the Rajasthan Public Trusts Act 1959 
requires previous sanction of the Assistant Commissioner 
of the Devasthan. Department in case of transfer or lease of 
agricultural ·land/ immoveable property belonging to a 
Trust. As will be se1~n later, this provision has been held to 
be subject to the provisions of the Hindu Minority and 
Guardianship Act in case of idol properties, where the 
pennission of the Court has been deemed to be mandatory. 

10.8 The Limitation Act of 1963 prescribes a period of 
. twelve years for initiating · a suit for possession of 

immoveable property or a11ty interest therein based on title. 
As . per this act, the right to property of a person 
autornatically extinguishes upon his failure for instituting a 
suit for possession of that property within the prescribed 
period. Thus, when the settlement records of 1958 -clearly 
mention some cultivator Els having Khatedari rights, and 
when pujaris/ sheb~its failc!d .to institute the requisite suits 
\Vithin the prescribed period of twelve years, the Khatedari 
rights. of such (;Ultivators should have become undisputed 
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and . permanent. But interestingly, references have been 
initiated by Collectors for deletion of names of cultivators 
n1uch later in 1980s and such references have also been 
accepted by the· Revenue Board without there being any 
q uestioni~g by these- courts of the reasons for delay. 
S1imilarly, declaratory suits filed in 1980s . have also been 
admitted and are being adjudicated upon. One could now 
perhaps justify such late references/ suits by arguing that 
idols are perpetual minors and therefore advantage can be 
taken of the relaxation provided for under the Limitation 
h.ct (in cases of minors being the person entitled to institute 
a suit). But the counter- argument against such late 
institution of references/ suits would be that when the 
~lfuafi is granted clearly specifying the pujari or the shebait, 
and when at some future point of time, the land records 
(Jamabandis) begin to mention the cultivator ~s the 
J(hatedar tenant; then in such cases the Pujari/ Shebait 
being the natural guardian has the de- facto, inherent and 
natural right to initiate suits for possession based on title . 
. And therefore, if the pujari/ shebait fails to institute suits 
v1ithin the: required twelve-year period (and also since the 
J amabandi is a public document, when any other· person 
also fails to initiate any such suit), the right to property of 
the idol must stand automatically extinguished. The only 

. exception to this proposition should be when the pujari/ 
shebait gets his own name recorded as the Khatedar tenant 
or when he himself makes a sale to a third party and the 
third party thus gets the rights of Khatedar tenant, for this 
~rould irnply that the de- facto, inherent and natural 
guardian himself acted against the interests of the minor 
idol. 
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ll0.9 Under the Indian Evidence Act, the land records, 
v1hen properly attested are legally presumed to be correct 
till the contrary is shown. This should then have been the 
c:ase \Vith the 1958 settlement records, and these settlement 
records should also have been presumed to be correct 
unless shown otherwise. This Law of Presu1nption will be 
of use in the analysis of case studies pertaining to deletion 
of entries by various courts without any examination or any 
analysis of the pre- 1952 status of tenants. This principle 
111ust also apply to the Jamabandis currently in force, and 
the current land records must therefore be held to be correct 
unless proved otherwise. 

10.10 But the practice of (tenancy) law by tenant/ sub
tenant of Khudkasht on Muafi Mandir lands is almost 
completely influenced by decisions of the Revenue Board~ 
on many occasions now in contradiction to the principles 
blid down in the judgments of the High Court and the 
Supreme Court. And the biggest threat to rights of tenants 
came from the interpretation of the Revenue Board in 1987 
RRD 261 where the Board determined that an idol is in the 
position of a perpetual minor for the purposes of the Jagir 
Act and the Tenancy Act, while these Acts themse~ves did 
not grant such special status to the idol. As already stated 
earlier, this finding of the Revenue Board was based on a 
civil dispute between the idol and the pujari/ shebait in AIR 
1967 SC 1044, while the Revenue Board was essentially 
dt~liberating upon tenancy/ revenue rights of tenants. An 
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analysis of the position undler various important decisions 
of the Revenue Boaird, the High Court and the Supreme 
Court is therefore in order. 

i. 
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11 
Judgments/ (Jrderl~ ·and their Critique 

t 1.l The modem conc:epts of inadmissibility of Khatedari 
rights to cultivators on Muafi lands held by idols and 
deities have been shaped not by the Jagir ·Act or the 
Tenancy Act per .se, but by various Court rulings. To 
explain this matter further, it may be noted that neither the 
Jagir Act nor the Tenancy Act declare idols to be minors or 
·perpetual minors at that. There! is actually no law in lndia45 

which specifically and categodcally specifies that Idols are 
minors or for that matter, perpetual minors. The Jagir Act 
itself provides for continuation of Khatedari rights in the 
case of recorded tenants on ~Auafi lands in the pre- 1952 
land records, and dot~s not by itself bar the grant of 
Khatedari rights in post- l 952 · cases. But the Revenue 
Board, post- 1984 has consistently held the view that ''Idols 
were minors", and then built up this theory of denial of 
Khatedari rights in post·· 1952 c:ases by holding: 

.. 

2. 

That Muafi land8 were generally lands held for a 
public purpose under section 16(vi) of the Tenancy 
Act, 

That since idol is a minor, such Muafi , lands were to 
be treated as "lands cultivated personally" within the 
meaning of section 5(25) of the Tenancy Act, and 

· section 2(i) and 2(k) of the Jagir Act, even when they 
are as per records .actually being cultivated by persons 

~s 1987 RRD 261. 
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other than hired labour; and the ref ore such lands were 
to be treated as Khudkasht within the meaning of 
section 10 of the Jagir Act implying that the idol 
would be deemed to be the Khatedar tenant for. such 

. lands, and' not the actual cultivator recorded as such, 
who could at best be treated as a sub- tenant, 

3. That since the idol is a minor, the restrictions imposed 
on letting by .a holder of Khudkasht and on sub-letting 
by a tc:nant would not apply to lands held by an idol, 
and that therefore such lands could actually be legally 
sub- let. reinforcing the afore said position that the idol 
was tbe Khatedar tenant, 

4. That the actual cultivators (sub- tenants) on such 
lands could not be conferred ·with Khatedari rights 
under section 19( I) of the Tenancy Act in view of the 
admissibility of letting/ sub- letting under section 46 
of the Tenancy Act in the case of minors, and 
therefore there is a lega! bar on acquisition of 
Khateclari rights by tenants of Khudkasht/ sub
.t~nants under section 19( 1 )( i) of the Tenancy Act, and 

5. That the actual recorded cultivators (sub- tenants) on 
· such lands are not even entitled to the benefits of 
automatic acquisition of Khatedari rights (if 
proceedings of ejectment have not been started 
against them within the prescribed period) in view of 

. the provisions of section 19( 1 A) being subject to the 
exceptiions provided under section 19( I) of the 
Tenan<;y Act. 
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11.2 Thus, it will be seen that the entire logic of denial of 
Khatedari rights OD' lands held in Muafi by idols is really 
based on the Hidols are minors" theory, and then applying 
th'.is theory in conju'nction with the Tenancy and the Jagir 
Acts. Once this theory was internalised, a chain- logic was 
th1!n built up citing various provisions of the Tenancy Act 
and barring the grant of Khatedari rights on lands held in 
Muafi by idols. This understanding of the law has 
continued even today, even when the High Court (in the 
years 1990~. 1999 and in 2000) and the Supreme Court (in 
the! year 1996) have come out with judgments allowing 
grant of Khatedari rights in certain cases in Rajasthan itself 
to cultivators who were recorded in the land record 
registers of 1955 at the time of commencement of the 
Tenancy Act. The theory that Khatedari rights would not 
ac1;rue to recorded cultivators in post- 1952 cases thus 
stands fully negated by the High Court and the Supreme 
Court, but the Revenue Board continues to delete the names 
of cultivators recQrded as Khatedar tenants from the land 
records. The cultivators themselves being poor, they have 
not been in a position to challenge these decisions (and as 
was seen in certain cases that the author studied pertaining 
to Sawai Madhopur District, the Revenue Board in these 
~a~;es pass.ed the rather strict orders that there was no need 
to intimate the cultivators of the fact of deletion of their 
names on the ground that the cultivators or their legal 
representatives were not present before it at the time of the 
hearings). The "idols are minors" theory also needs to be 
reviewed urgently, in view of the fact that it was really 
propounded by the Supreme Court in 196 7 in a typical case 
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in order to protec:t Idoll properties from sale by 
unscrupulous Pujaris, and the Supreme Court had never 
attempted to bar the grant of Khatedari rights to recorded 
cultivators. The "idols are minors" theory has no historical 
basis as wefl, and as the 1912 Revenue Code of Karauli 
also. clearly shows, cultivators were allowed full tenancy 
rights on such Muafi lands both by law and by custom. 

1984 RRD I and 1987 R'RD 261 

11.3 These were really the two most important judgments 
of the Revenue Board that de:alt with the issue of Khatedari 
rights on Muafi lands. The· findings of 1984 RRD 1 are 
sumn1arized as follow.s: 

1. That a Hindu deity- or idiot is in the position of a minor 
for the purpose of section 46(l)(a) and the proviso to 
clause (25) of sei;tion 5 of the Tenancy ·Act, 

2. That since all rninors, irrespective of physical .and 
n1ental disabilities of t:he type envisaged in section 
46(l)(e) of the Tenancy Act enjoy the protection 
under section 46(1 )(a) of the Tenancy Act; it is not 
necessary to examine 1the question of infirmity and 
disabilities, if any, attaching to Hindu idols and 
deities, and 

3. That the land he:ld in ~Auafi by a deity, even if they 
are cultivated by a person who is neither a pujari nor a 
manager cultivating tht~ land on behalf of the deity 
nor a member of such pujari ot manager's family, nor 
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a hired labour or servant, are included in the 
definition of "land cultivated personally" occurring in 
section 5(25) of the Tenancy Act in · view of the 
requirement of personal supervision over such 
persons having been dispensed with by the inclusion 
of the words "even in the absence of such personal 
supervision" in th.at section. 

t 1.4 The findings of 1987 RRD 261 ~ere similar in nature 
and are summarized as follows: 

1. That a Hindu deity is a pe·rpetual minor46 in the eyes of 
the law and, con:;equently, for the purposes of the 
Tenancy Act and the Jagir Act also, 

2. That lands held in Muafi lby a deity, but cultivated by a 
. person, other than by a Shebait of the deity himself, or 
by hired labour or servan1ts engaged by its shebait, as 
tenant of the deity., will still be regarded as lands in the 
personal cultivation of the deity, and Khatedari rights 
shall not accrue to the person cultivating the land, and 

3. That a person ·who, ·immediately preceding the 
commencement of the Jagir Act, is validly and in 
conformity with the provisions of the law, entered in 
the revenue records as a ·khatedar, pattedar, kahadmdar 

u. This was held on the basis of the finding of the Supreme Court in .-\IR 
1967 SC 1044 which was act•ually a case relating to the civil rights of idol 
vis-a-vis the civil rights of the Pujaris/ Shebaits, and not about the 
tenancy rights of recorded cultivators vis-a-vis the revenue rights of the 
idol. 
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or unde:r any description implying that he is a tenant 
having heritable and full transferable rights in the 
tenancy of the Muafi land of Hindu idol or deity, shall 
become -a Khatedar tenant of such land on the 
resumi•tionA7 of the Muafi .for the purposes of the 
Jagir A1ct and the Tenancy Act, or any other law for the 
time being in force. However, if he is not so entered, 
or did not enjoy both heritable and full transferable 
rights immediately prior to the commencement of the 
Jagir Act on 18.2.1952, then Khatedari rights cannot 
accrue on lands held ··by a Hindu idol after the 
commencement of the Jagir Act. 

11.S A critique of the "idols are minors" theory has already 
been made out in considerable detail in some of the earlier 
paragraphs. The best criticism of this "idols are minors" 
theory is that Muafi history is really only about two 
hundred years old, whereas the Revenue Board held it out 
as ·if this was some sort of a perpetual Hindu tradition. It 
may also be .. stated that if the Revenue Board really was of 
the considered opinion that Khatedari rights could not be 
enjoyed on Muafi Mandir lands because of this "perpetual 
Hindu tradition", then it should ~ave really declared that 
section 9 of the Jagir Act allowing enjoyment of Khatedari 
rights in the recorded pre- 1952 cases was bad in law. Some 
other points to be noted in regard to these j ucJgments are as 
follows: 

~7 T he Jagir :\ct never makes the enjoyment of Khatedari rights 
conditional upon resumption of ~Iuafi lands, these Khatedari rights are 
recognised under law in pre- 1952 recorded cases with or without Jagir/ 
l\Im fi resumption. 
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t. That there is in fact no customary or coded law in 
India vvhich specifies th.at idols are ~inors as clearly 
noted by the Revenue Board itself, 

2. That, in fact, t.he "idols are minors" theory was 
propounded by the Supreme Court . to protect idol 
lands from sale by unscrupulous Pujaris in breach of 
public faith48 ~ and not to bar the enjoyment of 
Khatedari rights by cultivators, 

3. That even in the pre- 1952 times, Pujaris and 
managers of such properties had no rights of 
mortgage or transfer, but the . cultivators on such 
Muafi lands had enjoyed full tenancy . rights both by 
custom and by law; the only · right of the pujari or 
the shelbait was to collect the land reve·nue payable 
on beh11lf of the idol49

, 

4. That, · therefore, the Revenue Board incorrectly 
applied this "i~ols are minors" principle enumerated · 

-U\ In fact, in 200:2 RRD 16 7, the High Court ordered the dispossession of 
a pujari from an idol land where the pujari had illegally got his name 
recorded as the khatedar, and directed a committee consisting of the 
Tehsildar, the SHO and the .-\ssistant Commissioner Devasthan to take 
over tbe possession of the lands. 
-i•J This matter is of the foremost importance. since the idol never had 
rights of occupancy or cultivation; 1be right of the idol was only to 
receiv1;! the land revenue, and it was the cultivator who had the right of 
occupancy. lne Revenue Board erred by granting Khatedari rights to 
idols ~ .nd by expanding their right from the collection of land revenue to 
the occupancy/ Khatedari right. 
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by the Supreme C•JUrt in 1967 intended to protect idol 
properties from unscrupulous pujaris to the case of 
tenancy rights of cultivators, and erred in using this 
principle to bar the enjoyment of Khatedari rights on 
Muafi Mandir lands hy cultivators when such 
Khatedari rights had in fact bee.n always so enjoyed, 
and 

5.- That this judgment which was attempting to connect 
the various provisions of the Jagir Act and the 
Tenancy Act, failed to appreciate that the "idols are 
minors" theory v1as co1npletely absent from these 
acts, and that it was only a newly manufactured 
theory which found no support either from the acts 
themselves or from historical legal traditions. The 
thumb rule in interpretati;on of provisions of acts has 
al ways been that the statements of objects and reasons 
be read with supporting 1naterial, but in this case, the 
Revenue Board failed to make any mention of the 
recommendations of the Vankatachar Committee 
Report which were clearly in favour of protecting the 
tenancy rights of Clllltivators. 

11.6 In fact, the "'idols are minors" theory and that 
"therefore cultivators have no rights" theory were not only 
extremely retrograde steps, but they were also quite 
contrary to the traditional and coded revenue law of the 
Karau Ii - State and contrary to the submissions and 
recommendations of various Committees of the 1950s 
which had desired protection of cultivators' rights as an 
essential condition to their well .. being and the development 
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of the village econo11ny. Thus, on the- one hand the 
. ' 

Revenue Law as it stood in 1912 (and also later) had 
specifically recognised the practical reality that agricultural 
lands would in fact be 1:ultiva1ted by tenants, and that · there 
was in fact a need \o re:cognis1e and to protect the rights of 
such cultivators from the arbitrary demands of Pujaris and 
Shebaits; while on the other hand, the Revenue Board by its 
decisions of 1984 and 1987 without considering the 
practical reality of cultivation of Muafi lands, took a\vay 
the tenancy rights of cultivators whose families have been 
cultivating these lands at least since 1958 (and in many 
cases, since 1955). The mod1~rn view, instead of having 
foresight and practicality, has thus turned out to be far 
inferior to the law as it stood in 1912 when the rights of 
cultivators had been expressly irecognised and protected. 

1990(1) RLR 161 

t t. 7 The judgment of the Supreme Court. in A IR. 1967 SC 
l 044 had fonned the (incon·ectly apphed) basis of ~he 
Revenue Board's judgn1ents of 1984 and 1987. The ~1gh 
Court in 1990( 1) RLR 161 (dealing with the issue ~frights 
of idols versus rights of Pujaris/ Shebaits versus rights of 
recorded cultivators) al5~o used this Supreme Court .case ~o 
aiTive at . the finding that the idol was a minor in 

. 50 
perpetu1 ty . 

>11 .\s noted earlier, this finding of the High Court appears to he incorrect 
in view of the arguments contained in paras 11.5 and 11 .6 above. 
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11.fl But the High Court, in the instant case, clearly made a 
dist[nction between the rights of Pujaris/ Shebaits vis-a-vis 
the idol, and · the Khatedari rights of tenants vis-a-vis the 
idol. The High Court used the "idols are minor" theory .. only 
to rc:strict tht~ rights, of the Pujaris, and further ·compounded 
this restrictio~ by holding that the idol properties would be 
gov1!rned by the Hindu Minority and Guardianship Act of 
1956 to the extent that this ·Act does not allow sale of 
properties of minors without consent of the courts as laid 
do\\n in the 1956 Act. The High Court also noted that the 
provisions of the Hindu Minority and Guardianship Act of 
1956 would apply in case of idol properties in place of the 
provisions of the Rajasthan Public Trusts Act [ 1959], thus 
holding the view that while the Devasthan Department's 
Assi!stant Commissioner's sanctions may be adequate in the 
case of properties belonging to the Trust, his permission 
wo1nld not be sufficient in the case of idol properties 
managed by the Trust, and permission of the civil court 
would be required in such cases. 

11. 9 But in a major departure, and this departure is of 
criti1~al .importance, the Division bench of the High Court 
held in the instance case that lands granted in Muafi after 
their resumption could not be treated as K .. udkasht in 
vie~' of· the entry in land records showing lands being 
tille1[j by cultivators in a capacity other than that of 
hired labour of servants, and that such lands would 
actually be 1treated as Khatedari lands of the recorded 
cultiivators. This was an important change in the 
perception of the higher courts, and this finding brought the 
lega:l position once again in consonance with the legal and 
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traditional position · as regards Khatedari rights of 
cultivators on Muafi lands prior to 1952/ 1955. It may be ., 
noted that the Revenue Code . in force in . Karauli had 
a1 ready granted tenancy rights to cultivators on Khalsa, 
Jagir and Muafi larlds (including Muafi Mandir ·and 
charitable Muafis) as early as 1912, which had been taken 
a,Nay by the 1984/ 1987judgments of the Revenue Board. 
It was only in 1990 that the High_ Court brought back the 
focus on enjoyment of these rights by cultivators on Muafi 
tvlandir lands. 

11.10 This High Court ruling appears to have been missed 
by various revenue courts while deleting the name of 
Khatedars from·. the land records, and the Revenue Board 
and its subordinate courts have continued to rely on the 
1984/ · 198 7 judgments of the Revenue Board to hold that 
K.hatedari rights · cannot accrue on ·lands held by idols in 
tvluafi. 

1996(1) ~~cc 612 · 

11.11 The matter of grant of Khatedari rights on Muafi 
la.nds in a certain post- 1952 case had also been debated 
b!fore the~ Supreme Court .(specifically, the rights of a 
·pt!rson whose name had been recorded as a cultivator in the 
1955 land records, · the same year that the Tenancy Act 
came into force). The Supreme Court came to the 
conclusion that the cultivator had to be accepted as a 
Khatedar tienant on the basis of the following arguments: 
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l . That the Khasra 1Girdawari of l955 showed the 
person recorded as a cultivator, because of which the 
land could not be · regarded as Khudkasht of the 
Jagirdar (the idol), which would make section 10 of 
the Jagir Act inoperative, and 

2. That the provisions of Chapter III-A of the Tenancy 
Act, under '~hi ch even , a sub- tenant of Khudkasht 
land become:s a · Khatedar Qn the required procedure 
being follo\ved, mtust be deemed to have been 
satisfied because of what had been recorded in the 

. Khasra Girdawari. 

I 1.12 Thus, it may be noted that this Supreme Court 
judgment recognised that the "idols are minors" theory 
could not be used 1to bloclk the grant of Khatedari rights to 
persons who had been recorded as cultivators in post- 1952 
land records (1955 land riecords to be exact). This finding 
clearly rejected the 1984/ 1987 findings of the Revenue 
Board, but just like the 1990 High Court ruling, this 
Supreme Court ruling of 1996 also appears to have been 
missed by various revenue courts while deleting the name 
of Khatedars from the land records, and the Revenue Board 
and its subordinate courts have continued to rely on the 
l 984/ 1987 judgments of the Revenue· Board to . hold that 
Khatedari rights cannot accrue on lands held by idols in 
Muafi. 
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11.13 The High Court in a departure from the High Court 
ruling of 1990 and the Supreme Court ruling of 1996 
supported the 1984/ I 987 findings of the Revenue Board, 
and disallowed grant of Khatedari rights ·to cultivators on 
Muafi Mandir lands on the grounds that since the ·land in 
question is land of deity, no person can acquire any tenancy 
right against ·the idol vvhich !s a perpetual minor, 
irrespective of the span of tinie. 

1 i.14 The SB51 of the High Court .in this case never 
referred to the j udgn1ent of the Supreme Court in 1996( 1) 
SCC 612 or of the 0852 of the High Court in 1990( 1) RLR 
161. This finding ·was clearly contrary to that of the 
superior court (both the SuJPreme Court and the larger DB 
having held that Khatedari rights could be granted on 
lands on which nan1es ·of cultivators had been recorded 
even in 1955)53 and of course, suffered from the same legal, 
historical and practical infirimities as elaborated upon i_n the 
critique of the I 984/ 1987 findings of the Revenue Board. 

:ii Single Bench. 
52 Division Bench. 
:; ' If a court does not go along with the order of a bench of the same 
size/level, neither does it distinguish it, then the order though valid for 
that case, has no applicability as a ruling. The logic is that the earlier order 
has not been brought before the ·court and so it is not a "good,, order. 
The principle is "per incuriam ... Per Incuriam also refers to a judgment 
contrary to provisions of law. In the instant case, this principle need not 
even be applied, as this is a case of a lower court (SB of High Court) 
acting contrary the principles set by higher courts (DB of High Court and 
the Supreme Court). 
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11.lS Once again, the SB of the High Court in this _ case 
never referred to the 1-996 judgment of the Supreme Court 
or the 1990 DB judgment of the High Court, and held that 
after resumption of Muafi, land vested in the State 
Ciovemment, and persons whose names were entered for 
the first time in the land records after 1952 showing 
cultivatory possession could not claim any rights on the 

54 h ground of payment of lagaan or the land revenue to t e 
State. The High Court further held that cultivators were 
only sub- tenants of the Khatedar tenants, i.e. the Muafidars 
in idol lands, who in the instant case had not applied for 
grant of K.hatedari rights under sections 19 or 22 of the 
Tenancy 1\ct. The High Court then, quite abruptly, held that 
" .... khatedari rights do not confer any legal right, title or 
interest with. sub- tenant to continue in possession of the 
land .... " and that the status of these sub- tenants is merely 
that of trespassers, liable to eviction proceedings55

• 

5-1 :\s an aside. it may be noted that post- 1959 settlement, land revenue on 
~[uafi l\Iandir lands (where the land- owner's column records the name of 
the I'\fandir l\Iurti) is being realised by the Government directlr from the 
cultivators (Khatedar t~na.nts) without any role for the pujari/ shebait. 

• 55 This liability for eviction of the recorded cultivator appears to be 
contrary to the concept of "tenant by holding from year to year" accepted 
b:" the High Court on many occasions as discussed in "The Legal position 
0 1: .• -\gricultu1ral Lands of ~Iandir ~Iurtis", published in Hindi, by S. B. 
Shrivastava, in Ravira 25 Edition 75, 1995, page 13. S. B. Shrivastava's 
at tide also points to the applicability of the Limitation .\ct on minors, and 
the requirement imposed on the tenant to bring in a suit for possession 
against the sub- tenant within one year of the lapse of the sub- tenancy. 
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· t l .16 It must be noted that these observations of the High 
Court werce ·ab initio void in view of the 1996 judgment of 
the Suprenne Court allowing Khatedari rights to cultivators. 
Further, this judgmen' also suffered from the same legal, 
hi.storical and practical infirmities as el~borated upon in the -
critique of the 19,84/ 19,87 findings of the Revenue Soard. 
And in so far as the observation of the High Court that " .... 
khatedari rights do not confer any legal right, title or 
interest wi_th . sub- tenant to continue in possession of the 
land .. .. " is concerned, the same is actually con1pletely 
contrary to established traditional and modem revenue law 
which allow .not only hereditary and transferable rights to 
Khatedar tenants, but most importantly, rights of 
occupancy. - . 

t ll.17 This judgment thus reduced cultivators on Muafi 
lands to the status of trespassers, . which was certainly a 
retr~grade step in so far ·as protecting the rights of 
cultivators was concerned. And to re- emphasise the matter 
further, it was also contrary to law as established by the 
Supreme Court in the 1996 case. 

2'~00(1) RLR 69, 2000 RRD 109 and 2000 DNJ 
fllaj/ 528 · 

11.18 The High Court in these cases reaffirmed the position 
as enumerated by the Supreme Court in the 1996 case and 

Further, Khatedari rights are principally about the occupancy right, and 
th<: High Court's finding is therefore incorrect on this point. 
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laid down the broad law that acquisition of Khatedari rights 
by cultivators was permittc~d in post- 1952 cases based on 
certain principles. But these judgments have also escaped 
the notice of various courts while deleting the name of 
Khatedars from the land records, and the Revenue Board 
and its subordinate courts have continued to rely on the 
1984/ 1987 judgments of 1the Revenue Board to hold that 
Khatedari rights cai1not ac:crue on l_ands held by idols ·in 
Muafi . 

11.19 Although the matter of Khatedari rights ·by 
cultivators has now been ref erred to a full bench of the 
High Court, the sarr1e seerr.1s to unnecessary in view of the 
settled position as per the 1996 judgment of the Supreme 
Court. The coded rt:venue law, at least the 1912 Revenue 
Code of the Karauli State, had also clearly granted heritable 
and transferable rights to cultivators even on Muafi Mandir 
lands. This position may now need to be brought to the 
notice of the High Court in order that they do _not end up 
with a judgment co111trary to the position laid down already 
by the Supreme Court, in order that the legal, historical and 
practical infinnities (that ~rould emerge in the case of the 
"idols are minors" theory being used to bar the grant of 
Khatedari rights to post- 1952 recorded cultivators) could 
be avoided, and in order that the letter and the spirit of the 
Tenancy reforms as had begun in the 1950s can be 
sufficiently preserved. The Courts need to be apprised of 
the full position by the Government that while it is 
important to block sale of Mandir lands by unscrupulous 
Pujaris and Shebaits; it . is also necessary that the cultivators 
recorded for long periods of time are not reduced ·to the 
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status of tenants-at-·will merely on account of technic~l 
definitionism anq incorrect appreciation of the historical 
and legal position in regard to Khatedari righ~s of 
cultivators on Muafi l'.ands. 

The Revenue D1epartJ'tlent's Circular of 3(jh 
March 1977 

11.20 As had been briefly mentioned earlier, Tehsildars 
have been making applications to Collectors for making 
references to the Revenue Board (and the Revenue Board 
has also been accepting and approving such references) by 
referring to the R.evenu(~ Department's circular no. 
F3(606)Rev/Gr IV /76 dated 30.3.1977. 

11.21 A cursory reading of this circular itself clearly shows 
that the direction contained therein is only that cas~s of 
mutation approved where the Pujari/ Shebait transfers idol 
lands to third person partiies (without getting his name 
mutated in the Jamabandies) or where the Pujari/ Shebait 
has got idol lands n1utated in his own name should be 
brought to the ·notice of the Devasthan Commissioner/ 
Member (Land Records) Revenue Board so . that proper 
steps may be taken to oust the transferee. This circular 
nowhere directs that names of cultivators be deleted from 
the category of Khatcdar telrlants in the land records, but 
perhaps on account of inco1Tect appreciation of the legal 
position, Tehsildars have used this circular read with the 
1984/ 1987 judgments of the Revenue Board for deletion of 
names of cultivators from the Jamabandis. Collectors also 
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have me:chanically . made .references that have been 
approved by the Revenue Board, when the 1977 circular is 
clearly about rights of Pujari/ Shebait vis-a-vis the idol, and 
not about tenancy rights of cultivators vis-a-vis the rights of 
the idol. · 

'.fhe De·vasthan Department's Circular of ·11/h 
&Tune 1992 

H 1.22 In this circular, the Devasthan Department 
constituted tehsil- level committees to be chaired by the 
SDM with the following members for the management of 
.religious places in rural areas excepting Government 
notified temples: 

:l. Concerned Tehsildar, 

2. Concerned BDO, 

]. Concerned MLA, 

4. Concerned Pradhan of Panchayat Samiti~ 

5. One mahant to be nominated by the Commissioner 
Devasthan, 

6. Two non official members to be nominated by the 
State Government, and 
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/'. Concerned Assistant Commissioner Devasthan as 
special Invitee. 

11.23 The~ functions of this Committee are, inter-alia, as 
' follows: 

1. Removal of encroachments and deletion of names of 
persons illegally entered as Khatedars in the land 
records on lands of religious places of various 
villages in rural areas, and 

2'. . Proper management of lands of religious places 
including temporary allotment of lands for cultivation 
to appropriate persons. 

11.24 In practice, . neither have the Government/ 
Commissioner Devasthan nominated non- official members 
or the mahant, nor are these Committees holding any 
rneetings or managing such lands. In fact, quite contrary to 
the intention of these orders, the Devasthan Department 
itself has been forming trusts to be managed by private 
persons in cases of such temples in violation of these 
orders56

• It must also be noted that this circular makes no 

• >ii In the case of a temple at Kedargiri ki Gufa near Kailadevi in Karauli 
District. the Court of the .-\ssistant Commissioner, Devasthan, Bharatpur 
formed a tn1st in the year 2001 to manage a historical temple. The temple 
was earlier managed by convention hy panch patels of some 12 nearby 
villages- The public notice before formation of the Trust was issued by his 
c.ffice in a newspaper with zero circulation in the District, and the Trust 
was allowed to be constituted even when the land in question belongs to 
the Forest Department. In fact, since the temple receives about 4 lakh 
rupees of pfferings by devotees visiting Kailadevi during the famous 
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reference to the La·w/ Actl Rules under which the orders 
have been issued. This 01nission is of great importance, 
since elsewhere57

, the Revenue Department had mandated 
maintenance oJ a s,eparate: register for the names of the 
pujaris/ shebaits/ pa.nchas for idol lands, which when ,read 
with the circular dated 30.3.1977 implies that the Revenue 
Department had in fact recognised' the existence· of some 
civil right of a pujari/ shebait/ panch while dealing with the 
deletion of names of pujatris in 1Jlmabandies where such 
na111es appear in conjunction with the name of the idol. 

Summary of Court Juitgments 

t 1.25 There are cJ,early hvo streams of court judgments 
here, one small group of judgments by the High Court in 
some cases and by the Revenue Board in almost all cases 

· which says that idols are m.inors and hence Khatedari rights 
cannot accrue on f\iiuafi Mandir lands, while there is a 
larger group .c)f judgments by the High Court (in Division 
Bench) in many cases and by the Supreme Court which 
says that not only pre- 1952 recorded Khatedars will 
continue to enjoy Khatedari rights, but even those 
cultivators who were recorded post- 1952 could be granted 
Khatedari rights on Muafi Mandir lands. The latter view is 
the view of the most superitor court; it is firmly grounded in 
the reality that- deleting names of cultivators only reduces 
then1 to the status of tenants-at-will, it is the only view in 

Kailadevi fair, corruption by the Court of the .-\ssistant Commissioner 
Devasthan is highly susp1~cted. 
37 ~ircular dated 13.12.1991 of the Revenue Department. 
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accordance with the Rajputarna Muafi traditions, and also it 
is the only view in accordance with the V ankatachar 
Commission Report that had form~d the basis of the Jagir 
Act in the first place .. 

11.26 A brief summa1ry of the legal position in respect of 
Khatedari rights of cultivators is therefore as follows: 

l. That the cultivators rec:orded jn the pre- 1952 land
records, if thiey eQjoyed heritable and fully 
transferable rights (as they, in fact, did enjoy in the 
Karau Ii State), ·are 1entitled to continuation of 
enjoyment of su1;;h rights as Khatedar tenants (but as 
will be seen later, Collc!ctors and the Revenue Board 

·while deleting names of Khatedar tenants seem to 
have made little, and in the first four cases58 

examined while pr·eparing this report, no 
examination whatsoe,ver, of the pre- 1952 land 
record entries). i\s per the Jagir Act, this enjoyment 
of Khatedari rights is irrespective of · the fac~ of 
resumption of rvt uafi lands. The entries in the pre-
1952 cases have also to be · seen together with the fact 
of resumption of some of these lands in the post-
1912 period, so if a 1912/ 1914 or some other pre-
1952 document shows a plot ·to be Muafi Mandir 
land, but a latter .. day document shows the same to be 
Khalsa (State/ Government) land, then the 
presumption doesn't have to be that the Khalsa entries 
are incorrect. Each plot thus has to be examined in 

5H Section ·15 o f this Report: Case Studies. 
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detail together with the . law of presumption holding 
that the entry is correct unless proven otherwise, and 
that a later entry is the correct one unless proven 
otherwise. 

2. · That in so far as land record entries in post- 1952 
cases are concerned, the · Supreme Court has held in 
the case of a 1955 entry (the year of coming into force 
of the Tenancy Act) .. that the cultivator would be 
entitlc~d to conferment of ,.Khatedari rights. This 
conferment would be a deemed conferment, and a 
formal application by the cultivator would not be a 
necessary requirement. It is also to be noted that the 
High Court in certain cases of 1990, 1999 and 2000 
has also held the same view and allowed conferment 
of Khatedari rights on cultivators on Muafi Mandir 
lands. 

l lL.27 Although the position post- 1955 may not appear to 
be as exact as the one in the pre- 1952/ 1955 cases, the fact 
remains that the Government had by the year. 1963 resumed 
all Muafis, and that therefore, at least the rights of the 
Pujaris/ Shebaits have been completely extinguished, and 
that the lands should no longer be treated in Muafi. Further, 
.upon the resumption of such Muafis, provisions of section 
46 ·of the Tenancy Act treating such lands as lands held for 
religious/ charit.able/ public purposes cannot continue to be 
applied for such lands. Also, the issue of the "idol is a 
minor" should become irrelevant when resumption has 
taken ·place. The Government having become the land
o~Nner .in such cases, the issue of Khatedari rights is really a 
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direct issue between the Government and the cultivators, 
and the benefits of automatic acquisition of Khatedari 
rights under section . 19 of the Tenancy . Act should · be 
deemed to have been accrued to Such cultivators as have 
been bestowed by the Supreme Court and the High Court in 
certain Cflses. And. even if a narrow view is · taken of such 
cases, suc;h cultivators certainly have the right to bring in 
cases under section 88 of the Tenancy Act for declaration 
of Khatedari rights, . and the issue should not be treated as 
foreclosed on . the basis of the "idols are minors'' theory, 
,Nhen this theory is itself without any historical basis; when 
the Hindu traditions grant primacy of rights to the 
cultivators; when the Varikatachar Committee made no 
nuch rec;ommendations barring Khatedari rights to 
cultivators; when this "idols are minors" theory finds no 
Hpecific 1nention in the Jagir or the Tenancy Acts; and 
,Nhen this theory has been now put into disuse by the 
Supreme Court and the High Court. These post- 1952 

· (:ultivators must also be allowed the benefits of section 180 
of the Tenancy Act in so far as their protection from 
arbitrary ~~viction is concerned. · 
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12 . 
Studi'es by various Authors 

12.1 The matter of tenancy reforms .on Muafi Mandir lands 
(apart from the Vankatachar Committee .and its predecessor 
Committees) has b~en examined briefly at least on two 
occasions, the first time by Sukhvir. Singh Gehlot in 1956 
(soon after the corning into force o( the Jagir and the 
Tenancy . Acts) in his book 41.Jagirdari : Abolition in 
Rajasthan", and the second time, by S. B. Shrivastava in 
1995 in his article "The Legal position of Agricultural 
Lands of Mandir Murtis", just prior to the Supreme Court 
judgment of 1996 when the judgment recognised the 
admissibility of Kh~ttedari 1rights on Muafi Mandir lands in 
a particular post- 1992 case. A brief note on the 
observations of these two authors follows, alongwith some 
notes on the Vankatachar Committee Report. 

Jagirdari Abolition in Rajasthan: Sukhvir Singh 
Gehlot 

12.2 The first analysis of the Muafi Mandir problem is 
contained in _ Sukhvir Si1t1gh Gehlot's book "Jagirdari 
Abolition in Rajasthan". This book was published in 1956, 
when the Jagir .Act contained provisions exempting 
resumption of lands granted for religious purposes, and 
when the implementation of the act was very much in its 
infancy. At that time:, perhaps the import of section 9 of the 
Jagir Act was not fully understood, which section makes 
the continuation of Khatedari rights in pre- 1952 cases 
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independent of the fact of re!sumption of Muafi lands. Be 
that as it may, Gehlot observed that non- resumption of 
Muafi lands would not be iin the interest of cultivators, 
since pujaris and shebaits suffer from the same weaknesses 
as had been in the case! of Jagirdars, i.e., the intent of grant 
of Muafi Mandir .. hitnds \Vas being circumvented for 
malafide reasons. He argued that rto private rights of any 
mahant, pujari, sadhu or fakir should be recognised on 
Muafi lands, and re!cornmended that the Government 
should (have) resumred thc!se lands as well and, if 
necessary, compensate · these devasthans by means of fixed 
grants to trusts consisting of noembers elected by the public, 
and members nominated by the Government and by the 
Mandir. 

12.3 Of course, later in Deicember 195 7, the exemption 
granted in favour of f\1andir lands was withdrawn, and all 
Muafi lands were resumed · by 1963. Cultivators whose 
names appeared in pre- 1952 cases, and who had been 
observed to be actual tenants in 1955 and later at the time 
of settlement in 1958 were riecorded in the Jamabandis as 
Khatedar tenants. Only that still much later around 1987, 
once the "idols are minors" theory was internalised by the 
revenue courts and the Govc!mment (notwithstanding the 
fact that this theory walS developed by the Courts to protect 
idol properties from unscrupulous pujaris, and not to reduce 
established cultivators to the status of tenants-at-will), the 
deletion of names of such cultivators began in right earnest. 
This deletion theory failed to recognise the practical reality 
that Mandir lands would always be put under cultivation by 
some person, and that deletion of the natne of the cultivator 
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itnplies making t~e idol and its pujari/ shebait/ manager 
into a permanent "Zamindar". Now, when the Supreme 
Co.urt also has recognised Khatedari rights in post- 1952 
cases, the Government an~ the Revenue Board need to take 
itnmediate: notice o( the import of this decision and begin 
the long- stalled process of land reforms . . And indeed, the 
practice .of deletion without examination of pre- 1952 status 
needs to be discouraged. 

The Legal position of Agric11/tural Lands of Mandir 
Alurtis: S. B. Shrivastava 

12.4 This article had noted the apparent problem with the . 
legal position as understood by the Revenue Board and the 
High Cow1, that on the one hand, these Courts were against 
grant of Khatedari rights to cultivators; on ti!e other hand, 
the pujari was being given some sort of permanent rights by 
keeping the M~dir Murti as the Khatedar tenant. Thus, the 
possessor was not being granted Khatedari rights, while the 

' pujari {as ·guardian of the Khatedar idol) was not being 
granted possesory rights. This argument was made on the 
basis of Court judgments accepting cultivators as tenants 
holding from year to year. 

12.5 Shri vastava noted that a complete la\\' would be 
needed, in order that cultivators tilling these lands fro-ff2 
generation to generation were not kept devoid of Khatedari 
r:lghts, while also ensuring that pujaris could not transfer 
such lands to third persons. He noted the absence of any 
special provisions in law for Muafi Mandir lands~ be it for 
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pujaris or for cultivators. (This absence of a clear position 
in Modern Law may be contrasted with the 1912 Revenue 
Code which specifically granted full package of tenancy 
rights to cultivators on all Jagir/ Muafi lands, and which 
sinnultaneously restricted the rights of pujaris and managers 
of such lands). He also disagreed with the findings of the 
Revenue board restricting sub- letting of Muafi lands, and 
argued for treatment of idols separately from other minors. 

TJle Rajasthan Jagirdari Abolition Committee 
Report: 1'he Vankatachar Committee Report 

12.6 As already noted earlier, this committee had gone into 
considerable detail on the issue on Muafi Mandir lands 
ah:o, . and was of the view that these grants should be 
re~•umed into Khalsa lands (that they should become 
Government property), and that the tenants on Jagir grants 
made for religious purposes and tenants on Muafi grants 
must enjoy the same rights as are available to other tenants. 
These are very clear recommendations, and this 
Committee's report had formed the basis of the Jagir Act of 
1952 in the first place. Examined from this viewpoint, 
since the Jagir Act or the Tenancy Act by themselves do 
not treat idols as minors, it should have been an important 
vic!w for consideration by the Revenue Board and the 
Courts while examining the issue of rights of cultivators on 
such lands. The settled position in interpretation of law has 
been that in case of definitional disputes, the provisions of 
tht! law have to be interpreted in the context of the intent of 
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the legislature. This :report however, was . not examined by 
the Revenue Board in its 1984/ 1987 judgments, and its 
recommendations also seemt to have escaped the notice of 
the Courts in their ·de)liberations. 
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12' 
Grant of Tenaia'cy an1rJ correction of Land 

Re,cords 

t 3.1 Before . we move on to case studies and 
recommendations, a brief exar.nination of the legal position 
and the various remed:ies avai I able to cultivators may be 
appropriate. 

13.2 As has already been stated earlier, the Jagir Act 
provides for continuation of Khatedari rights on . Jagir lands 
(including Muafi) of c~1ltivators who were recorded under 
any description in pre- l 952 re·cords implying -enjoyment of 
heritable and transferable rights (section 9), irrespective of 
the factum of resumption of such lands. Section 10 of this 
act provides for grant of khatedari rights to Jagirdars on 
their · l(hudkasht lands consequent to resumption. of such 
lands., implying thereby that the Government would be the 
land- owner in such cas,es. The act by itself does not declare 
idols to be minors, nor does iit prohibit grant of khatedari 
rights on · Muafi Mandir lands on the basis of post- 1952 
entries. But it does declare llands held by minors to be 
Khudkasht lands for revenue purposes. 

13.3 In so far as the T(~nancy Act is concerned, section 1 J 
of this act also entitle5: holders of Khudkasht lands to be 
treated as khatedar tenants consequent upon the resumption 
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of such lands. Section 46 of this act allows sub- letting by a 
tenant and by holder of Khudkasht if the tenant is a minor. 
Tenants of Khudkasht or sub- tenants of lands other than 
grove land are entitled to automatic acquisition of 
Khatedari rights under- .section 19 of this act, provided· the 
tenants on such lands do not come within the categories 
mentioned in section 46 of this act. Section 16 prohibits 
ac:quisition of khatedari rights on lands held for public 
purposes, and section 15 of this act allows acquisition of 
khatedari rights only by those tenants who are not tenants 
of Khudkasht or who are not sub- tenants, provided such 
lands do not come within the purview of section 16 of this 
ac:t. 

1].4 Section 88 of the Tenancy Act provides for bringing in 
suits for dc!claratiori of tenancy rights, be it for declaration 
a~: Khatedar tenants, or as tenants of Khudkasht, or as Gair
Khatedar tenants, and as sub- tenants also. Section 180 of 
th is act disallows ejectment of sub- tenants unless they are 
in possession of land in excess of prescribed limits, and 
unless the land is required by the tenant for his personal 
cultivation. This provision is quite interesting in view of the 
decision of the High Court in 1990( I) RLR 161 where 
cultivators (sub- tenants) on Muafi Mandir lands were 
.given the benefits of Khatedari rights in a particular case. 

tt5 The particular section of the Rajasthan Land Revenue 
Act59 

[ 1956] most frequently used by "legal" guardians of 
id.ols and by Tehsildars for deletion of names of cultivators 

>9 Hereinafter referred to as the "Land Revenue .\ct". 
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from the Jamabandies is section 82 which allows Collectors 
to 1!xamine ·the proceedings and judgments of sub- ordinate 
courts and to foI"Ward such cases to the Revenue Board if in 
their opinion, such judgments or orders are legally i~valid 
or if such proceedings are irregular. The Revenue Board is 
authorised to issue appropriate orders on such cases of 
refi!rence. This prov1s1on may be read with the 
adrninistrative orders of 30th March, 1977, where the 
Government had ordered Collectors to make references to 
the Revenue Board in cases of transfer of idol lands by 
pujaris to third parties, whereas section 88 per se leaves 
matters at the discretion of the Collector's Court. Further, 
thi~> circular nowhere directs that names of cultivators be 
deleted from the category of Khatedar tenants in the land 
records, but references have been made under this circular 
even in cases where the name of the tenant was entered in 
the land records not on account of purchase from the pujari, 
but due to other reasons like possession or entry in pre-
1952 or pre- 1955 land records. Correction of land records 
is also permissible under section 136 of the Land Revenue 
Act, but this section appiies only in the case of technical 
errors, and not in cases with severe legal implications. 

13.6 There are presently a number of cases in various 
courts in Districts, both under section 88 of the Tenancy 
Act and under section 82 of the Land Revenue Act. The 
advantages of proceeding under section 82 of the Land 
Revenue Act are that it is a shorter procedure on account of 
the fact that: cases of reference go to Revenue Board, and 
on appeal to the High Court, and also that stay orders are 
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almost absent (in fact, totally absent). On the other hand, 
bringing in suits under section 88 of the Tenancy Act is a 
rather cumbersome and delayed 'procedure; stay orders are 
frequent, and the nom1al pressures of civil proceedings take 
their toll on the ~peed- of adjudication. 
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14 
Deletion of names of K~'iatedars from Land . 

Rec4r.Jrds 

14.1 It is entirely impos:)ible for anyone to suggest that a 
checklist could be made for forwarding of cases of 
reference by Collectors or for approval of such references 
by the Revenue Board, but a full reading of the previous 
arguments would show that there are indeed very strict 
requirements before any step as major as a permanent 
deletion· of a Khatedar tenant from the land records should 
be undertaken. 

14.2 Briefly, some of these pre-checks could/ should be as 
follows: 

1. The entries in pre- 1952 1~1nd records. If a cultivator 
is recorded as a Khatedar tc!nant in such records; he is 
entitled to continue as a khatedar tenant anyway under 
section 9 of the Jagir Act, i1rrespective of the factum of 
resumption. If he is not so entered in the pre- 1952 
records, but under some other description60

, then a full 
enquiry must be made into the nature of his rights, and 
he could get the benefit of sections 5( 41 ), 13, 1.4, 15 
and 19 of the Tenatncy· A-ct read with various cited 
High Court judgments and judgment of the Supreme 

<oo For instance, cultivators were entered as "kashtkars" only in the prc-
1952 land records of Karauli, but a reading of the 1912 Revenue Code 
shows that such kashtkars enjoyd heritable and transferable rights even on 
~Iuafi/ Ja~r/ Istamarari :\luafi lands. 
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Court by acquiring Khatedari rights in respect of such 
lands as well; and he could at least get the protection 
against ejection provided for under section 180 of the 
Tenancy Act. The fact of the land being recorded as 
Khudkasht or , not would also be important in· such 
cases. 

2. The elrltries in post- 1952 records. Here again, 
although section I 0 of the Jagir Act provides for 
acquisition of Khatedari rights by the Khudkasht 
holder, the cultivator could get the benefit of sections 
13, 15 and 19 of the Tenancy Act read with various 
cited High Court judgments and judgment of the 
Suprem1e Court by acquiring Khatedari rights in 
respect of such lands as well; and .once again, he could 
at least get the protection against ejection provided for 
under section 180 of the Tenancy Act. The fact of the 
land being recorded as Khudkasht or not would again 
be important in such cases also. 

3. In the absence o( pre- 1952 land records, and even 
otherwise, the Lav; of Presumption applies, and the 
current · 1and records are deemed to be correct unless 
proven otherwise61

• Therefore, instead of requiring the 
cultivator to prove the factum of his being legally 
entered as a Khatedar tenant, the responsibility fairly 
and squarely lies on the Tehsildar/ party to the suit to 
bring in evidence that the cultivator is, in fact, not 
legally entered as Khatedar tenant. The Tehsildar/ 

r.t Iri.dian Evidence .\ct. 
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party to the suit cannot get benefits out of producing 
somt~ old "State time pattas"62

, there may be cases of 
possible forgery of old records, now that land prices 
have .. shot up, and verification of such pattas would 
only be an investigator's nightmare. The onus really 
lies on the Tehsildar/ party to the suit to challenge the 
land records of the Government; the onus cannot lie·on 
the person recorded as cultivator or the Khatedar. 

-4. All the above must also be seen in view of the fact of 
resuimption of Muafis in the State times, at least in 
Karauli, where it is entirely possible that a sub- tenant 
of a Muafidar may have been granted the status of a 
Khatedar tenant much before I 952 itself, and that 
therefore, some changes in land records from year to 
year would actually be legally valid and not otherwise 
as presently understood. 

ll 4.3 It has already been stated earlier that a checklist 
car~~1ot be: made when complicated questions of fact and of ~· ,, 
Jaw are involved, and since land tenures in Rajasthan had 
certain regional peculiarities, such preparation of a 
checklist is indeed impossible. But the fact remains that a 
full enquiry in respect of tenancy rights on each plot of land 
~;hould be made before any deletion of names is 
recommended or approved. 

<12 For instance, some old- looking papers have been in circulation, made 
to appear a:' genuine "State pattas", while their format is different from 
that prescribed in the "Rules of Istamarar of Karauli State,,. and in some 
cases. even. the name of the ~fandir ~furti is missing from such "pattas". 
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15 
Case .Studies 

lS .. 1 Ari attempt will now be made to analyse briefly some 
typical case studies in relation to the legal provisions 
contained in the Jagir/ Te:nancy Acts and the law as 
established by certain rulings of the Courts, especially the 
DB of the High Cou1t and the Supreme Court. Out of the 
seven case studies presentied here.;· the last three were·· 
picked up on account of certain peculiarities, while the first 
four were picked up at random from the total cases of 
references where th1;: Revenue Board had ordered the 
deletion of names of cultivators from the Jamabandis. 

Case Study _#1: Deletion of the name of a 
cultil,ator in 1955 r_ecortls 

15.2 In a reference made by CoHector Karauli on 15 .2.1999 
(Case 86/97), the narne of J(ishori was recommended for 
deletion and a request was also made tqJ~e Revenue Board 
for restoring the Khatedari tenancy in favour of ,.,Muafi 
!\/f andir Shree Govinddevjee Panch Mahajanan Karauli". 
The ref ere nee was accepted by the Revenue Board on 
·1i.10.2000. Both the~ie orde1rs were made ex- parte against 
the tenant already rec:orded in the Jamabandi as Khatedar 
tenant. The orders both of the Collector and the Revenue 
Board are non- speaking in the sense that they do not take 
any notice of the position in the land records prior to 1952, 
or in 1955. They make no atternpt to trace the complete 
history of the Khatedari rights in the plot, and these orders 
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make-no reference to the judgments of the DB o( th~ High 
Court in 1990 or the Supreme Court in 1996 . . 

15.3 A complete ' history of tenancy on plots under 
reference n1ay be se:en at Annexure I. It is seen that 
although Kishori was teco:rded for the first time as -a 
cultivator in 1955, the entry in his case also notes that the 
cultivation is ''muddat kadirn"63

• Since these courts . never 
examined these land records, Kishori's name was ordered 

i 

for deletion. This deletion appears to be contrary to the 
rulings of the High Court of 1990 and the Supreme Court 
of 1996 (both prior to the 1naking and acceptance . of . the 
reference in 1999 and 2000 respectively), where these 
Courts had allowed tbe gran1t of Khatedari rights in similar 
cases under the provhtions of the Tenancy Act on the basis 
of the entries in the land records i~ 1955, the year of 

. coming into force of the Tenancy act. In any case, th!! note 
of ' ~n1uddat kadim" :implies that Kishori may ·have also 
been a cultivator pdQr to 1952, and hence a Kh~tedari 
tenant as per 1912 Revenue Code of Karauli, eligibl~ for 
continuation of his Khatedari rights under section 9 of the 
Jagir Act itself. It is also to be noted that both the Collector 
and the Revenue Board ordered for change of entries as 
''Muafi Mandir Shree Govinddevjee Panch Mahajanan 
Karauli", which is incorrect since the inclusion of the name 
of the manager is not permitti!d in the Jamabandis64

• 

r •. \ "~\ Iuddat Kadim" means ;'for a very long time". 
r,~ Orders dated 13.12.1991 of the Revenue department provide for 
deletion. of names of managers/ pujaris/ shebaits in the existing 
Jamahan~is, and for ensuing that the names of these entities are not 
recorded in the future Jamabandis also. 
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(~ase Study #2: Declaring Khalsa and private 
Jtluaji Punyartha lands as Muafi Mandir lands 

\ 

15.4 In a reference made by Collector Karauli on 30.7.97 
(Case 97 /97), the names of Gobind etc. (who had purcha~ed 
lands in issue from the Khatedar tenant Devilal) were 
n~commended for deletion and a request was also .made to 
the Revenue Board for restoring the Khatedari tenancy in 
favour of '~Muafi Mandir Shree Govinddevjee". The 
reference was accepted by the Revenue Board on 
16.10.2000. The orders both of the Collector and the 
R.evenue Board are non- speaking in the sense that they do 
not take any notice of the position in the land records prior 
to 1952, or in 1955. They make no attempt to trace the 
complete history of the Khatedari rights in the plot, and 
these orders make no reference ~o the judgments of the DB 
of the High Court in 1990 or the Supreme Court in 1996. 

15.5 In fact" the orders of the Collector state that the plots 
in issue were recorded in favour of ''Mandir Shree 
Cfovinddevjee Panch Mahajanan Karauli" in the settlement 
records of 1958, when actually in case of 3 out of the 6 
plots, the records of 1955/ 1958 show the entries in favour 

·of a private Muafi Punyarth; in case of only I out of these 6 
plots the records of 1955/ 1958 show the entries in favour 
of Muafi Mandir; and in 2 of these 6 cases, the records of 
1 '955/ 195:8 show entries in favour of Khalsa/ Government. 
Cine of the plots, in fact, had nothing to do with Muafi, it 
~'as a Jagir plot of one Shree Khavasjee Sahiba. These 
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d:lscrepancies were not examined either by the Collector or 
the Revenue Board. A Khalsa entry in post- 1952 records 
does not have to be presumed to be incorrect, it has already 
been notedl elsewhere that Muafi resumption was a regular 
practice in State times as well. · 

1~;.6 A complete history of tenancy on plots under 
reference n1ay be seen at Annexure II. It is seen that certain 
pt~rsons w~~re recorded as cultivators nqt1 only in 1955, but 
in 1909 as well. Certain other persons were also recorded 
as shikmi cultivators in most cases. It also appears that 
deletions \Vere ordered without examining the complete 
revenue history, since the orders of the Collectors contain , 
statements only from 1958 onwards, and these deletions 
th(!refore appear to be contrary to the rulings of the High 
Court of 1990 and the Supreme Court of 19~6 (both prior 
to the making and acceptance of the reference in 1997 and 
2000 respectively), where these Courts had allowed the 
grant · of K~hatedari rights in similar cases under the 
provisions of the Tenancy Act on the basi~ 9f the entries in 
the: land rec:ords in 1955, the year of coming into force of 
the'. Tenancy act. In any case, the entries of 1909 sho"':' 
cultivation by persons, who were entitled to Khatedan 
rights as per 1912 Revenue Code of Karauli, and also by 
virtue of sec:tion 9 of the Jagir Act of 1952. 
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Case Stutly #3: D.e/etio11 of the name of a sub
tenant recorded as etirly as 1914, and as 
Khatedar in 1.955 

15.7 In a reference made by Additional Collector Karauli 
' 

(exercising powers of Colllector) . on 9.11.1992 (Case 
259/91 ), the names of IBhaurya and Laddu were 
recommended for deletion anq a request was also made .to 
the Revenue Board for restoring the Khatedari tenancy in 
favour of "Muafi · ~Aandir Shree Radhakishanjee". The 
reference was accepted by the Revenue Board on 
17~ 12.1996. The orders both of the Collector ·and . the 
Revenue Board are non- spealking in the sense that they do 
not take any notice of the position in the land records prior 
to 1952, or in 1955. They n1ake no attempt to trace the 
complete history of the Khatedari rights in the plot, and 
these orders make no r1~ference to the judgments of the DB 
of the High Court in 1990 {this judgment was prior to 
ADM's reference order of 1991) or the Supreme Court in 
1996 (this judgment was prior to Revenue Board's 
acceptance in 1996). ·· 

15.8 A complete history of tenancy on plots under 
reference may be seen at Annexure III. It is seen that the 
ancestors of these cultivators had been recorded as sub
tenants as early as 1914, later also as sub- tenants in the 
records of 1952 through 1956, and as Khatedars in 1958 
settlement records. It appears that this complete revenue 
history was never examined by the Additional Collector or 
the Revenue Board, since theiir orders contain the position 
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post- 1958 only. This deletion appears to be contrary to the 
rulings of the High Court of 1990 arid the Supreme· Court 
of 1996, where these Courts had allowed th~ grant of 
Khatedari rights in similar cases under the provisions of the 
Tenancr Act on the 'basis of the entries in the land records 
as late6 as 1955. · 

Case Study
1 
#4: De·/etion of the names of Udak 

Muafidars and cu/tlvators 

15.9 In a reference made by .Additional Collector Karauli 
(exercising powers of Collector) on 17.9.1987 (Case 
11/87), the names of l-ilariprasad ·etc. were recommended 
for deletion and a request was also made to the Revenue 
Board for restoring the Khatedari tenancy in favour of 
"Muafi Mandir Shree Kalyanraijee". The reference was 
accepted by the Revenue Board on 18.12.1995. The orders 
of the Revenue Board make no reference to the judgment of 
the DB of the High Cou1t in 1990. 

15.10 A complete history of tenancy on plots under 
reference may be seen 21t Annf~xure IV. It is seen that one 
Ramhet was recorded as cultivator as early as 1927, which 
fact read with the 1912 Revenue Code of Karauli implies 
that he had Khatedari rights. In 1943, this land was · 

65 It may be noted that the High Coi~trt in 1990 had allowed grant of 
Khatedari rights to sub- tenants in 195·5, whereas the ancestors of these 
cultivators had been recorded as sub- tenan ts as early as 1914, and later 
also as sub- tenants in the records upto 1952. 
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re!corded as Udak Mandir66
, one Moola was recorded as 

cultivator in 1954, one Bala in 1956, Moola again in 1964, 
and the ancestors of the current Khatedar holders since 
1968. The fact of there ·being a Khatedar cultivator since 
1927, read with the fact of the Udak Mandir cultivator, and 
continuous recording of some person or the other as 
cultivator, could imply that the Muafi, if any, was a private 
"lJdak Muafi", and not a "Bhog Muafi", at least since 
1927, and therefore, the land actually bears no relationship 
with the idol. The Jamabandi for the period 1968- 1971 
shows this private Udak Muafi to have been resumed, and 
therefore, there should have been no deletion of the name 
of the cultivator. Be that as it may, even if it is assumed for 
ar,guments' sake that the Muafi was indeed a Muafi Mandir 
Bhog, the deletion in 1995 · was after the High Court 
judgment of 1990,. and therefore not entirely appropriate. 

Case Study #5: The mutation in favour of the 
Trust 

15.1 t The Kailadevi Trust started construction on certain 
lands without any permission in 1992, but the matter went 
into dispute with the pujari soon (the pujari being recorded 
as Khatedar tenant on some of these lands) and a stay v.i·as 
granted by the Court of SOM Karauli. The Trust later 
moved an application to higher authorities in the Apri l 

M ~. luafi Udak:s were private ~luafis for the maintenance of the pu)ari 
himself, unlike (public ~fandir) t\[uafi Bhog for the maintenance o f thf' 
idol. 
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2001 for permission for the construction of a Hospital on 
1:ertain lands claimed by it to be it's Khatedari lands. 

15.12 The complete revenue history of two of such plots 
' . 

(named in the application) may be seen at Annexure V t~~t 
:;ho.ws tht~se plots to always have been held as Khudkasht . 
!By virtue:~ of the various provisions of the Jagir and the 
Tenancy Acts, such lands have to be surely regarded as 
IK.hudkasht lands. It also appears that the 01068 

!Registration and Stamps, Kota issued some certified list of 
Trust properties in 1999. As per the principles laid down by 
the Supreme Court in the 1967 case, which has found 
1nention in various High Court · judgments of later dates, 
pujaris are not authorised to sell Muafi Mandir properties, 
nor are they to be treated as Khatedars. But while the 
names of · genuine cultivators have been deleted by the 
eoncemed revenue authorities almost on a continuous basis, 
no procee:dings had been initiated for making of a reference 
in the instant case for restoring Khatedari rights to the idol. 
This reference proceeding has now been initiated in late 
200 l and is under consideration of the competent court. 

n The name of the cultivator is also recorded as ~Iuafi Punyarth. unlike 
the other case studies where names of actual persons were recorded as 
cultivators. This is unlike the position in the other case studies. where 
names of actual persons were recorded as cultivators. Thus such lands will 
not get the benefit of the High Court and the Supreme Court rulings, 
where Khatiedari rights have been granted only to actual cultivators. 
614 DIG: Deputy Inspector General, an official concerned with registration 
of all documents pertaining to sales of immoveable properties; and not 
t:ntrusted with the responsibility of maintaining lists of properties owned 
hy Trusts, \\'.hich in fact is the Dcvasthan Departmenes responsibility. 
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15.13 An examination of some other plots claimed to be 
"owned'"' .by the Trust in their application shows that on 
eight such plots, the pujari was recorded as the Khatedar 
tenant, although such entri1~s are illegal. The dispute raised 
before the court ' of the Sl)M between the pujari and the 
Trust was on four plots only, which has been decided on 
5.1.2002 and the disputed lands were ordered to be 
recorded in the natne of the Khatedari of the idol Muafi 
Mandir Shree Kailadevi. The Tntst would perhaps now 
attempt to get · it~;elf recorded before . the Devasthan 
Department as a manager of these lands, which if 
permitted, ·would amount to a backdoor entry on these 
plots. The pujari continues to be incorrectly recorded as a 
Khatedar on the other four lands, on which no dispute was 
rai~ed by the Trust or any other authority. A reference now 
needs to be made :in respect ·of these lands also, but as 
stated earlier, if the Devasthan Department records the 
Trust as the manager of these plots, the entire purpose of 
law will be defeated, and the Trust will become a de- facto 
"owner" of these plots. 

Case Study #6: The petrol pump case 

15.14 The Mandir Shree Clovinddevjee Panch Mahajanan 
Karauli Trust applied to tht~ office of the Collector Karauli 
sometime in March 200.2 for permission to convert 
agricultural land69 located in Karauli municipal limits 

m The application for conversion was made under the Rajasthan Land 
Revenpe (.\llotment, Conversion and Regularisation of :\gricultural Land 
for construction of Cinemas, Hotds and Establishment of Petrol Pumps) 
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before leasing it out t10 the .I-IPCL for running of a petrol 
pump. The Trust claiming ito ·be the owner of the ' plot 
requested for permi5~sioll . · for conversion ·of the said 
agricultural land beforie leasing it out to HPCL (or a period 
of five years at a mut~ally negotiated rate. The Trust also 
obtained on 18.3.2002'. a sanction70 from the ·office of the . . . . . .. . . . . . . 71 
Assistant · Commissioner Devasthan · Department, 
Bharatpur for leasing of the land to HPCL for a period of 
five years. 

15 .. 15 A complete history of tenancy on plots under 
refererice may be seen at Annexure VI. ~t the . very outset, 
it rnay be noted that the· relevant conversion rules provide 
. for the f ollo\ving. · 

Rules 1978. These rules have been framed under the Rajasthan Land 
Revenue ;\ct. 
70 The sanction order cont~tins no reference to the provisions of any act • . 
let alone the Rajasthan Public Tn1sts .\ct. It is thus not known what 
powers have been exercised by this office while granting the "sanction". It 
is helie\red that the Trust has got it:; name incorrettly registered .wit}l the 
Devasthan Department as the "holder" of this plot of land, when the 
:\[uafi was in favour of the idol. It is also reliably learnt that the ·trust has 
no documents available with it to ev.en prove its right of management. 
71 Kindly refer 1990(1) Rl .. R 161. The High Court had noted · that the 
provisions of the Hindu I\..linority and Guardianship .\ct of 1956 . would . 
apply in case of idol propetties in pl.ace of the provisions of the Rajasthan 
Public Trusts .-\ct, thus holding the view that while the Devasthan 
Department's ... -\ssistant Commissioner's sanctions may be adequate in the 
case of properties belonging to the Trust, his permission would not be 
sufficient in the case of idol properties managed by the Trust, and . 
permission of the civil court would be required in such cases. The 
,,;sanction" issued records the land to be belonging to the Trust, when 
dearly the land in questiont belongs to the idol. The "sanction" given by 
the .-\ssistatit Commissionc1c is therefore not permitted by law. 
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l . The. application should be made. by the person having 
a legal right to t11e agricultural land, 

2. . Such person must ·intend to establish a petrol pump 
upon such lana, · ·-

3. Upon such conversion, all Khatedari rights shall be 
deerned to be surrendered to the Government~ and the 
applicant . shall be regarded as a lessee of the 
Government, 

4.. The lessee shall be given land on a twenty years' 
lease, . 

5. Lands mentioned in rule 4 of the rules shall not be 
converted. or regularized. 

1~5.16 An examination of the application reveals that while 
the application had been made on behalf of the . idol, the 
required pennission of the Court had not been obtained by 
the applicant under the Hindu Minority and Guardiansh~p 
Act as mandated by the High Court in 1990( 1) RLR 161. 
Further, the "sanction" of the Assistant Commissioner is 
also inappropriate since the land does not belong to the 
Tn1st. Sub- · leasing of converted property by the lessee 
upon his surrender of Khatedari rights is also not permitted 
under these rules 72

• The application, therefore, deserved to 
be:: rejected, and the "sanction" issued by the Assistant 

72 In this case, the permission for conversion is being sought with the 
fac:tum of sub- leasing the same for a period of five years to HPCL. 
Further transfer of leased lands in any manner (e.g., by a sub- lease in the 
present case) is not permitted under the Rules. 
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· Commissioner · deserved to be declared null and void 73
• In 

fhct, the name of one Nathu being recorded as shikmi 
tenant of the cultivator idol in 1909, read with section 9 of 
the Jagir Act, and read with the 1996( 1) SCC 612 Supreme 
Court ruling would imply that the idol should not be' treated 
as the Khatedar tenant in this case, rather, the person Nathu 
in the rightful Khatedari tenant on this plot of land. Viewed 
in ·this context, neither the Trust nor the idol has any legal 
ri:ghts on this land. 

(~ase Situdy #7: 
!tlunicipality · 

The 90B • case 1n Karauli 

15.17 Thc!re ·are an estimated74 200 hectares of land in 
kasba Karauli alone, located right in the heart of the city. 
()n 31.1.2002, during the Prashasan Shahar Ke Sang 2002 

71 Despite these legal infirmities, "No- Objection Certificates" and 
permissions for conversion were granted by the Director, Urban 
Development & Housing, the Collector, and the Suh- divisional 
~ lagistrate iin 2002~ and the petrol pump commenced operations 
d1c:r~after. Subsequently, on the legal infirmities having been detected b): 
the successor Collector, these permissions were cancelled. The Trust, 
however, managed to obtain a stay order from the High Court against 
these orders canceling the permissions, bypassing the caveats filed by the 
District administration in the High Court against HPCL and the petrol 
pump opera1tor. 
7 ~ Estimated in the sense that the land records in manr cases incorrecdy 
record the :~Iandir ~lurti as landholder, contrary to Chapter 2 of the 
Tenancy .. \ct which declares all lands to be vested in the State 
Government The figures are also "estimated" in the sense that the 
Govemmenlt orders contain no dear definition of .Muafi t\Iandir lands
whether the lands should he recorded as such in the current records 
(which is how it should be), or in settlement records, or otherwise. 
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campaign, the Manager, Land Committee of the Agarwal 
Samaj Karauli, using a letterhead of Thakur Shree 
Govinddevjee Maharaj, Agarwal Samaj Karauli wrote to 
the Executive Officer, Karauli Municipal Board enclosing a 
long list of khasra numbers requesting him not to convert 
these lands "belonging to Murti Shree Govinddevjee 
Karauli". No details \Vere provided in the list apart from the 
khasra nun1bcrs, nor ·were any other documents enclosed as 
to on what basis the request . for non- conversion was being 
made, nor were any docum1!nts enclosed stating the· locus 
standi of the Agarwal Samaj. No proceedings have been 
initiated under section 908 of the Land Revenue Act for 
their conversion and for handing them over to the 
Municipal Board for issue of pattas on payment to the 
lawfully settled persons on such lands. The list enclosed by 
the Manager, Land Commiuee, Agarwal Samaj contains a 
list of almost 450 khasra numbers, which can be 
categorised into five types on the basis of the current 
Jamabandis: 

I. Cases where Rci~astha11t Sarkar is shown to be the 
landholder, and some person is shown to be the 
Khatedar, 

2. Cases where the: Mandlir Murti is shown to be the 
landholder, and some person is shown to be the 
Khatedar, 

3. Cases where Rajasthan Sarkar is shown to be the 
landholder, and siome pujari/ shebait is shown to be the 
Khatedar, 
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4. Cases where R.ajasthan Sarkar is shown to be th~ 
landholder, and the Mandir Murti is shown to be the 
Khatedar, 

5. Cases where , Jvtandir Murti is shown to be the 
landholder, and the · ~landir Murti/ pujari/ shebait is 
shown to be the Khatedar. 

15. t 8 Thus, the entire I ist of 450 khasra numbers does not 
relate to Muafi lands as per the current Jamabandi; the 
claim was perhaps made on account of status as per the 
1958 land records. But then, the 1958 land records were in 
force before the resumption of Muafi Mandir lands in 
1958-1963 period, and henc:e, the claim is without any legal 
basis. It may be also be noted· that the recording of the 
Mandir Murti in the colurn1n ·of the landholder in current 
Jamabandis is a technical error in view of Rajasthan 
Government being the landholder in all cases as per 
Chapter 2 of the Tc!nancy Act; and that therefore, in the 
first two kinds of cases., there should be no bar to 
proceedings under 908 of the Tenancy Act for conversion 
and issue of patta to genuine residents by the Municipal 
Board. Even in the other three cases, the history of tenancy 
should be examined to see if the current position in the land 
records ·is correct, or whether, the cultivators, if any, 
recorded in the pre- 1952 records should be recognised as 
the Khatedari tenants in vit!W of section 9 of the Jagir Act, 
and/ or in view of the principles laid down by the High 
Court and the Supreme Court allowing for Khatedari rights 
even to post- 1952 cases. But the Government not having 
clearly stated the definition of Muafi Mandir lands in their 
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administrative - orders outlining the procedur.e for 
conversion of agricultural lands in urban areas, alongwith 
th•! Government policy of refusing to recognise the rights 
of lawfully recorded cultivators in the 1958 settlement~ has 
re!;ulted in a situation that all these lands are not· being 
processed under 908 of the Land Revenue Act, and all 
these lands are being slowly and steadily sold in an illegal 
1nanncr75 hy certain persons through unregistered 
''bayanamas". The modus operandi is to buy cheap from the 
oritginally recorded 1958 ·Khatedars; the Khatedars being 
generally poor, helpless and uneducated are forced to sell 
cheap undc!r threat of eviction by liaison with certain 
Government officials. These land mafia groups are in a 
position to ensure that no complaints are being received 
about these illegal sales, neither from the Trusts which are 
supposed to safeguard these properties, nor from the local 
Devasthan Department officials 7 

. There is every reason to 
be.lieve that in a few years to come, serious disputes will be 
witnessed in the case of these purchases, since the 
Government's insistence to delete names of recorded 
cu:ltivators has resulted in a situation where various 
rlitf erent mafia groups could be selling the' same plot of 
land, and the persons buying these lands for genuine 
purposes of construction of houses have no authority 

7:, The illegal nature of the sales is one reason because of which accurate 
data is not available on magnitude of sale of these properties. 
u, l:ri fact, in one case of illegal construction of shops on lands belonging 
to the Devasthan Department, their local staff made reports of 
encroachment only after the local administration took steps to demolish 
the shops. 
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a:~sisting them in knowing if they are in fact making 
purchases from lawfully entitled persons. 

~'umma1.y of Observations from the Case Stud_ies 

t S.19 The: first observation to be made from these case 
s i:udies is that the ·complete revenue history of each plot is 
not being examined both by tht: Court of the Collector and 
by the Revenue Board. The pre- 1952 status is an extremely 
irnportant consideration in view of the Jagir Act allowing 
automatic continuation of Khatedari rights to cultivators 
recorded as Khatedari tenants in such cases. Similarly, even 
the post- 1952 status (especially the 1955 status) is 
i1nportant, the High Court and the Supreme Court having 
aHowed the acquisition of Khatedari rights by the recorded 
cultivators in such cases. Unless each and every plot is 
studied in detail together with the changes from year to 
y·ear, thert! is always a chance of deleting the names of 
genuine ·Khatedari tenants or persons entitled to such rights. 

1 S.20 The next issue being observed is the non- application 
of the Law of Presumption, where · the expectation of the 
Court seems to be that the cultivator will somehow 
contradict the Tehsildar and not vice- versa. This is entirely 

. unjustified, both in vie·w of the Indian Evidence Act and in 
view of the fact that it is the Tehsildar who is, or is 
expected to be, in possession of old records pertaining to 
the case. The cultivator cannot therefore be expected to 
produce copies of old records to substantiate his pleadings. 
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15.21 An obvious issue here is the complete neglect of the 
rulings of the High Court and the Supreme Court, who have 
allowed the grant of Khatedari rights to post- 1952 
cultivators in certain cases on the basis of some general 
principles. The Courts of Collectors and the Revenue Board 
have made no reference to these judgments, and thereby, 
their orders are actually in opposition of the principles laid 
down by the I righ Court and the Supn:n1e Court. 

. I 

15.22 One rnust ah;o point out the apparent ·bias in the 
initiation of proceed.ings against big Khatedar tenants, for 
instance, in the fifth case st1L1dy, where no proceedings were 
initiated for almost twenty years. This must be contrasted 
with the proceedings in the case of smaller c~ltivators, who 
really are in no po~;ition to hire the services of the best 
lawyers to argue their cases, or to present themselves 
before the Revenue Board on account of the legal expenses 
and distances involvc!d. 

15.23 Another note ·must be made of the lack of 
involvement of the Devasthan department in ·legal 
proceedings before the Collectors or the Revenue Board, 
while it is this Departrnent which has the primary 
responsibility in protection of Mandir properties. In fact, 
the Petrol Pump casie illustrates the lack of appreciation of 
legal position by the Assistant Commissioner, where not 
only was the land inco1Tectly stated to be property 
belonging to the Trust, but also sanction was given when 
this office is not th1e competent authority in case of land 
belonging to the idol. In falct, the "sanction" did not even 
mention the provision under which it was being issued. One 
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must also remain avvare of the possible misuse of the lack 
of clarity in law or misuse of the law itself by T~usts 
claiming to be managers of idol property. For instance, in 
the Petrol Pump, case, pc!rmission has been sought for 
conversi@n coupled with leasing · of idol property. If such 
cases are approved, then the entire purpose of restricting 
the .rights of pujari~:/ shebaits wi11 he defeated, since they 
will then he encouraged to go in for leases instead of 
outright sales. :: 

15.24 Section 908 of tht! Land Revenue Act does not 
permit term ination of rights/ resumption of .lands for non
agricultural uses in resp~ct of lands belonging to deity, 
Devasthan Department, any public trust, or any religious or 
charitable institution or a \vakf. The amendment should be 
held to apply in cases wher1e the land is held in Khatedari of 
the deity etc. as per the .Jamabandi in force as on the 
date of initiation of proct~edings under section 908, and 
not otherwise. Similarly, if the Jamabandi currently in force 
records the Muafi deity as the landholder by error ~nd ·in 
contradiction to Chapter 2 nf the Tenancy Act which states 
aH lands to be held by the Rajasthan Government, then this 
bar should also not operate in such cases. The orders of the 
Urban Development & Local Bodies Department repeat 
this ban on procc!eding under section 908, without 
explaining that the ban wolLlld operate only on cases where 
the land is held in Khatedari of the deity etc. as per the 
J amabandi currently in force. There is therefore a need 
for this clarification. 
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1:5.25 Another issue of note here is the apparent mix-up of 
the concepts of the "temple", the "idol" and the "Trust". It 
is only on "idol" lands that the Revenue Board, though 
incorrectly, has held that the idol being a minor, the idol is 
tp be treated as the' Khatedar tenant. But local field level 
officials of both the Revenue and the Devasthan 
Departments confuse these three separate matters. For 
instance, in the case of the Kaila<lcvi temple, the tcn1plc as 
such (the building) only was assigned by the covenant 
bt!tween the Government of India and the Raja of Karauli, 
to be managed by a Trust consisting of the then Raja as the 
sole truste«!. But officials of the Devasthan and the Revenue 
U1epartments have assigned and continue to assign the 
khatedari rights to the trust on lands granted to the idol in 
al most all cases. The lands of the idol should bear no 
n:lationship with the Trust, since it was never authorised to 
rr.1anage these lands unde the Covenant. 
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16 
The "Realistic" Viewpoint 

16.l It will be clear· from the aforesaid discussion. that the 
Logic of "Khateda~i rights cannot accrue on Muafi Mandir 
I.ands"' based on the "idols are minors"' theory has really 
been ignored and rej~cted by the I ligh Court and the 
Suprentt: Court in their recent decisions. The .. idols arc 
1ninors"' theory was good only to the extent that it protected 
idol properties from sale by unscrupulous pujaris and 
~;hebaits, but when it began to be used for blocking the 
grant of Khatedari rights to cultivators, the situation 
became entirely opposite of what was intended by the Jagir 
,\ct. This act had attempted to bring the cultivator (if the 
)and was being personally cultivated by a Jagirdar, then 
~;uch cultivator- Jagirdars also) in direct contact ·with the 
C)overnment, and to remove all middlemen. But applying 
the "idols are perpetual minors" theory resulted in a 
~iituation where the idol, and by default, the pujari/ shebait 
became the "perpetual Zamindar". Theoretically speaking, 
~:uch pujaris or managing Trusts are answerable to the 
public through the Devasthan Department, but it is a 
practical impossibility to monitor such a large nutnber of 
properties 7.7. 

1.6.2 The Revenue Board while adopting the theory of 
'··idols are minors" ended up ignoring the rights of 

77 Despite having almost 1500 hectares of "r\luafi ~fandir lands" in 
Karauli Dis1trict alone, charge of the post of the Devasthan Inspector ts 
with an offic:ial based in Dhaulpur. 
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cultivators on such lands, as also the basis 78 and the letter & 
spirit of the Jagir Act. It also ended up ignoring the fact that 
there was no such t1raditional/ coded Hindu Law, and that, 
in fact. the Laws of _Manu granted primacy of rights to the 
cultivators and Qot to any other person. The fact that at least 
in some States, and that at least in Karauli. ·the Revenue 
Code in existence prior to 1952 had already recognised the 
Khat~dari rights of cultivators on all Muati ,.lands was also 
not examined. And Muafi tradition itself being hardly two 
hundred years o·ld at that point of time. the view that ''idols 
are minors" being ~iome sort of a "shashwat" (perpetual) 
Hindu tradition was not reaHy correct. 

16.3 The non- recognition of Khatedari rights on Muafi 
· Mandir does ensure that such lands are not sold by 

cultivators also, buit it sirnultaneously makes the pujari/ 
shebait/ manager all- powerful in perpetuity. This becomes 
i.mportant in view of the ri~,ing prices of lands in rural and 
urban areas, and r1~sults in sales taking place illegally 
through the instrumt:nts of unregistered "baynamas". These 
sales are being made by pujaris and the trustees, and in 
certain cases. by land mafia ·groups capable of ensuring 
continuation of poss1!ssion of purchasers on such lands. But 
the fact of the sale gets conveniently hidden in that neither 
the seller nor the puirchaser comes forward with evidence, 
and if at any such cases are detected, the purchaser can 
either be shown to be "hired labour" of the pujari, or as a 

711 1be \'ankatachar Committee had recommended bringing cultivators on 
~luafi lands at par with those on Khalsa lands. 
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sub- lessee, since the Tenancy Law has been held to permit 
such practices in case of minor idols. 

16.4 Of course, the High Court post- 1990 and the Supreme 
Court in 1996 have 'begun to ignore the "idols are minors" 
theory to grant Khat1!dari rights to cultivators in specific 
cases. hut non- acccplancc hy the Govcrn1ncnt of the logic 
of these courts in specific judg111cnts as a .. general 
principle" has result<:~d in the continuation of the earlier 
theory of ''Khatedari rights cannot be granted on Muafi 
Mandir lands". It is iniportant now to recognise the fact that 
while in the earlier tin1es, pujjaris had to be induced to work 
as such by granting Muafi on land revenue payable by 
tenants, but emergenc:e of ntodem economy and spending 
habits have led to a situation where the idol is no longer 
dependent on the meage1· land revenue that . could 
theoretically be claim·ed by it; since the "'chadhavah"79 by 
the faithful . is now far more in excess of such land 
revenues, and ''pujari5:m" is a well- sought after and well
f ought for profession both in rural and urban areas. 

16.5 It would also be obse1rved from the case study on 
Muafi lands in urban areas of Karauli, that non- recognition 
of Khatedari rights is leading to major mafia activity on 
almost 200 hectares of land, which if properly and legally 
settled, would not only grant appropriate rights to the 
settlers, but also increase revenues of the local municipal 

7'J Offe rings by devotees. Cc:rtain temples in Rajasthan are even known to 
be frequently visited hr smugglers, and the idols are p romised percentage 
commissions by these devotees if their operations are successful. The 
faithful keep their p romises ro the Lord. 
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body by almost eight crores80
• But Muafi Mandir lands are 

presently exempt from the benefits of conversion under 
provisions of section 908 of the Land Revenue Act by the 
administrative orders of the Urban Development and Local 
Bodies Dcpartmen~; and modifications woul.d-be required 
in the Government circulars to allow conversion of such 
lands in urban areas. Of course. a complete history of pre-
1952 records should he 1nadc so that cultivators of those 
times who have not been granted Khatedari rights either on 
account of mistakes in settlement or on account of incorrect 
rc!ferences to the Revenue Board are indeed granted such 
rights. A small attempt has been made in March 2000 by 
the Govc!mment by allowing cultivators on rural 
agricultural lands to apply for agricultural electricity 
connections, but the connection is still required to be taken 
in the nan1e of the Mandir M urti. There is now a need to 
substantiaHy enlarge the scope of the rights of the 
cultivators by formally recognising their Khatedari rights to 
bring therr1 out of their present status of ''tenants-at-will". 

Ko This figure is more than five rimes the annual revenue of the Karauli 
f\:funicipal Board. 
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17 
Position in other States 

l 7.1 Befi)re we begin with the recommendations, a. brief 
:>tudy · of the systems··-in existence in various other states 
•Nould be helpful. As will be seen later, some states like 
r laryana allow full rights or hcritance and transfer to the 
actual cultivator; sonic others like Kcrcla arc in the process 
of doing so, and some like Madhya Pradesh only have ad
hoc systi~ms. But the experience in these states does 
~;ubstantiate the hypothesis that the "'idols are minors" 
theory is not some sort of a universal theory in so far as 
I imiting the rights of cultivators is concerned. 

J'1andir management in Madhya Pradesh81 

17.2 Government is the landowner on all lands in Madhya 
Pradesh, just as is the case with Rajasthan. But the entry in 
]and records of the . proprietary right holder i~ made as a 
"'bhumisvvami". The name of the cultivator or of the sub
tenant is not recorded separately. 

Jl 7.3 Temples are looked after by the Dharmasva 
J)epartment (on the lines of the Rajasva Department), 

· ~Nhich functions through the means of executive orders 
issued under Acts pertaining to Ceiling- surplus lands and 
relating to Temple management. The Ceiling act was 
applied to temples also, with benefit of retention of only 

Ht Based on inputs from Manoj Kumar Shrivastava, IG Registration and 
Stamps, anc;J l\fanu Srivastava, Collector, Chindwara, ~ladhya Pradesh. 
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one unit of land, blllt later, certain courts have held that 
each idol is entitled. to retiention of one unit of land. The 
lands in excess of thc!se limits were declared ceiling surplus 
and were allotted to cultivators. Temples in Madhya 

. . ' 
Pradesh could be Priivate temples, or Government temples. 
Those private temples that are managed through trusts 
rt::quire pennission of the Registrar (SDM) for transfer of 
thl!ir lands under thi.: Madhya Pradt:sh Public Trusts Act. 
Government temples are managed py committees or trusts 
constituted by the Governrr1ent, and the pujari is allowed a 
"nen1nok" allowance· for his sustenance. The system of land 
management in case of Government temples is that the 
pujari gets ten acres of land for his own use, while the lands 
in excess of this limit are auctioned from year to year. The 
cultivators get no k!nancy rights on cultivation of these 
lands, as ·the auctions are done on an year- to- year basis. 

o!'i'<• 

17.4 But there is a ~;ub- category of Government temples, 
called Muafi temple5i, mostl.y located is urban areas. Muafi 
temples are looked. after by Administrators, who are 
normally higher revenue officers, functioning under the 
control of the Com1nissioner, Revenue. These 
administrators follov1 principles similar to those adopted in 
the case of other Government temples~ although this 
adoption is more by defaullt than by specific Government 
instructions. 

17.S In so far as the application of the ceiling law to idol 
properties is concerned, the idol was to be treated as one 
unit, and the rest of the land was declared ceiling surplus 
and allotted as per normal 1Govemment rules, the informal 
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system being of allotting thc!se lands to existing cultivators 
provided they fitted · with int the ·guidelines for allotment. 
Heritable · and transferable rights are ·provided on · these 
allotted lands, an~ lhe permission of the Collector · js 

required for transfer of these lands. This system of taking 
the Collector's· pennissro·n is: not usually observed in 
practice. 

The Devt1swom Boards of Ke~e/a82 

17.6 The Kings of Kt~rela used to grant vast tracts of land in 
revenue assignments. The three major categories of 
assignments were ·-sripadam'~, HSripandaravaga", and 
"Kandu Krishi". In addition, the temple priests and other 
wo.rkers would also be assigned lands as "Agraharam" for 
their sustenance. The land ·r4!Cords of Kerela recorded these 
templ1es as the "pattadars", and the cultivators were 

· recorded in the · ~"special remarks" column of the land 
records, with · furthi!r details like adverse possession, 
inheritance or sale. 

17. 7 Land reforms ·were undertaken in the State in the 
1950s, and these lands had been resumed. Further, with the 
exception of smaller farnily trust kind of temples, all major 
teinples came to be controlled and administered by the 
Government through the Devaswom Board of Kerela. 
However, for various reasons, the entries in the land 
records were not co1Tected. The Government now in late 
2000 has brought about legislation for entry as pattadars of 

IQ Based on inputs from Jyothilal K. R., Collector, Trivandrum, Kerela. 
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cultivators on these lands after payment ~f special premium 
fe1~s. The cultivators will be required to justify their 
possession through sale/ heritance from the pre- 1956 
cultivators (the pre- 1956 status to be confirmed by means 
of land revenue receipts of that period)~ and in cases 
pertaining to entries after 1956, the title shall be determined 
through thl! means of an adjudication process based on the 
lines ofa norn1al civil suit. 

The System of Mandir land administration in 
n ·aryana83 

li'.8 The system in Haryana ls somewhat different from the 
one in Rajasthan in the sense that lands granted for the 
maintenance of temples were granted by village bodies. · 
Viillage cornmon lands in Haryana are owned by the Gram 
Panchayat in most cases. This State also has a system of 
categorisation of persons interested in land as landowners., 
cultivators, and sub- tenants. Sub- tenants are recorded in 
the same column as the cultivator, with the qualifying 
words "marfat" against their names. Land-ownership 
inlplies a proprietary right with hereditary and 
transferability of the same, and the right to receive rent, but 
the rights_ of cultivators and of sub- tenants are also 
separately heritable and transferable. Thus, technically, a 
landowner can transfer his rights to one person, the 
cultivator to a second person, and the sub- tenant to yet 
another third person. Another interesting issue here is that 

11
·' Based on ~nputs from \'. Umashankar, ~ID, Dakshin Haryana \'idyut 

\'i1:aran Nigam. Hisar, Haryana. 
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· all landowners in a village have the right to the land in the 
Mushtar ka Malkan (a certain category of village common 
lands) in the same proportion as the amount of land they 
held in · their own names at the time of settleme.nt of the 
village. Private lands are "o\vned'' by specific persons in 
the same~ sense that village community lands are "owned" 
by the (}ram Panchayat. Sale of land can be made by the 
landowner with or without the rights in the comtnon lan<l. 

17.9 The Punjab Security of Land Tenures Act protects 
tenants and sub- tenants from arbitrary eviction. This act 
also specifies that the rights of a tenant and the sub- tenants 
are similar. The difference .in the rights of the landowners 
and the cultivators is now largely a historical difference, 
since over a period of time, either the landowner purchased 
the rights of the cultivator, or vice versa, resulting in a 
situation where the landowner and the cultivator recorded 
.in the current land records are generally the same person. A 
person "buying" land gets to have his name recorded in the 
column of landowner, and if he buys the rights to 
cultivation alongwith the right to ownership (as is generally 
tlie case), he is also recorded as a cultivator. 

17.10 Village community lands are broadly of five types, 
Sham·lat deh (village common lands), Shamlat patti (dhani/ 
habitation common lands), Shami at Tho la (hamlet comn1on 
lands), Mushtar Ka Malkan and Jumla Malkan (other 
common lands). The issue of village community lands has 
been addressed in the Punjab Village Common Land Act, 
by which all Shamlat l~ds vest in the Village Panchayat. 
The position about other categories of common lands is not 
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very clear in law, although the land records mention the 
Gram Panchayat to be the landowner for such common 
lands as well. 

17.11 The traditional! practice in l laryana was that Gram 
Panchayats and village bodies would give lands in Dholi 
(the local version of Muafi). and thus recipients of these 
lands granted for religious purposes or for tcn1plcs (Mandir 
Murtis) were included within the definition of Dholidars. 
Gram Panchayat being the owner of common lands, the 
Dholidhar is recorded in the column meant for cultivators. 
In many cases. the Gram Panchayats manage the Dhol i 
lands via a trust, and in son1e cases, through a pujari. The 
Dhoti land could also have a recorded cultivator or a sub
tenant, whose hereditary and transf ei"able rights are 
protected by law. Also, Mandir lands have no relationship 
with the Ceiling/ Zrunindari law, since ownership of such 
lands was with the Crram Panchayats/ Village Community 
and not with individual Zami.ndars. 

Resumption of ln•1m La·nds in Andhra Pradesh84 

17.12 Andhra's Telengana region was under the Nizam's 
domination, while the Rayalseema and Coastal Andhra 
Pradesh were under tlhe Briti[sh Government. The grants of 
land made to temples were called "inam", and as per 
Mohammedan Law, rn1eant assignments of land, against the 
Rajputana Muafi traditions implying assignment of land 

iu Based on inputs from .\nil Singhal, Joint Collector, Guntur, .\ndhra 
Pradesh. 
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revenue only. These n:ligious inams included private inams 
in favour of the priests and temple staff. Although the land 
revenue administration in J\.ndhra Pradesh differs from 
region to region, the land records presently have hvo types 
of entries- the "pat1tadar" · or the proprietor, and the 
"enjoyer" or the cultivator, if any. 

t 7.13 The tc111plcs \Vere grrnnlc<l inan1s of scvcrul typcs
temple inams meant for ternple maintenance, inams for 
ar~hakas (pujaris) for rendering service, inams for pujaris 
for expenses on morning prayers and another about 13 
other varieties of inarns meant for various types of persons 
associated with the te1nple, e.g. for barbers, for bards who 
sang the praise of the King or Zamindar, for 
Vedaparayandars (those ~rho read the vedas ), for 
drummers, for garlanders, for chariot pullers, for persons 
deployed to stop chariots, for cooks, and for persons 
deployed to clean the main idol. Amongst the above, only 
inams for temple maintenance and for morning prayers 
were meant for the expenses incurred on maintenance of 
the temple, while otht:r inam1s were conditional subject to 
the concerned person c:arrying out the duties assigned in the 
service of the deity. 

17.14 The Land Reform process began in 1955/ 1956 with 
the separate Inam abolition a.cts of Telengana and Andhra 

· regions. The abolition was intended to grant the status of a 
pattadar to cultivators in possession of lands for 12 years 
continuously prior to 1955. Temple · lands however, were 
kept out of this process of resumption. In the land records 
for various kinds of inam lands mentioned aforesaid, the 
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nan1es of the persons deployed for various duties were 
me1rltioned as enjoyers. At the time of abolition of Inams in 
1956, the various categories of inamdars were granted 
patitas in their favour. However the pattas were also issued 
only with the implied condition of service to the deity. In 

' case the concerned pattadar failed in the performance of 
duty, the land could be resumed by the Endowment 
department through the Revenue authorities in favour of the 
terr1ple. Therefore legally the land was only heritable and 
not alienable and that too subject to performance of the 
allotted duty. However in the year 2000 the S!-Jpreme Court 
delivered a judgment whereby the Endowment 
Department's power to resume the lands in favour of tJ:ie 
ternple as against the private persons (pujari etc.) has been 
qucilshed. For the record however, it must be noted that 
large chunks of such lands have been unofficially sold 
away by the said inamdars after obtaining pattas over the 
last 30 years. 

17. IS Regarding the lands meant for the maintenance of the 
terrtple, in all land records the pattadar was always shown 
as the deity and the land used to be given on lease from 
time to time. After abolition of Inams, the patta is supposed 
to be issued in favour of the deity. However in several 
cases particularly in the Telangana region the pattas were 
issued in favour of the enjoyers. The lease rights of the 
enjiDyers were recognised and ori payment of the lease the 
land continued to be in their possession subject only to the 
cor:1dition that once in 6 years the lease rent could be 
renewed andl there should be no default in the payment. The 

\ 
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rules also provide for open auction either for lease or for 
sale in cas(: of default in payment or inability. to come to an 
a~reement regarding the revised rate. 

' 

Land Ceiling Exemptions in Biliar85 

1 i'.16 The Bihar Land Reforms Act of 1961 pertaining to 
acquisition of ceiling- surplus lands granted an cxc1nption 
fron1 the opcraLion of the ~ciling li1nits to charitable bodies 
and religious institutions. This exemption was widely 
ni isused by various bodies\ and the problems of cultivators 
could not thus be resolved. The Bihar Government has now 
in 1992, de:cided to place an upper limit of one unit of land 
that may be retained by religious trusts, and the rest of the 
ceiling- surplus lands so determined would vest in the 
Government and would be available for allotment to 
cultivators. Land once allotted cannot be sold; rights of 
inheritance only are permitted on such lands. 

D.ebottar lands of West Bengaf'6 

I ;·.17 Debottar (Deity) properties in West Bengal were 
usually recorded in the names of deities with intermediary 
right keeping references of names of shebaits in the 
€adastral survey records-of-rights under the Bengal 
Tenancy Act of 1885. The Estates Acquisition Act was 

x5 :Based on inputs from Uday Singh J..:.umawat, Additional Secretary to 
the Chief ~finister, Government of Bihar. 
K<· Based on inputs from Dushyant Nariala, .\dditional Collector, 24-
Parganas, Government of \Vest Bengal. 
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promulgated in 1953, by which all ·intermediary interests 
(i.e. the rent- receiving interests) were vested in the State 
with effect from J 5.4.1955. This vesting included the 

' vesting of interests of deities as well, who were allowed 
perpetual annuities as compensation against these rent
re.ceiving int~rests. 

17.18 J\11 pchottar lands were enquired into under the 
Estates Acquisition A.ct, and these .were classi tied into tw.o 

. I 

categorie~: 

I. Absolute Debottars, in which the usufruct of the 
landed property was used for maintenance of the 
temples and puja_ of the deities in which the common 
people would participate, and · 

2. Private Debottars, in which the income from the 
property w~s einjoyed by the shebaits. 

17.19 After enquiry, absolute debottars were allow~d to 
retain land without imposition of any ceiling limits. The 
shebaits of the delbottar used to manage these landed 
properties, which in most cases were cultivated by share
croppers. The private debo1ttars were treated as property of 
the shebaits and normal c:eiling limits were imposed on 
these lands. With the pro1nulgation .of the Land Reforms 
Act in 1955, ceiling limits were also imposed on absolute 
debottar lands, who were allowed the retention of only 
seven standard hectares of lands in each case. 
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18 
Ret~om1'nendations 

' 
18. t A complete understanding of the legal and the factual 
position can now be the ground for recognising the need for 
change. ·These changes would be required ·both in terms of 
the a<ln1inistrativc on.krs an<l prat:lit:cs and also the 
provisions or la\V. By ad1ninistrativc steps. \VC n1can. fpr 
instance the reiteration by the Government ,of the latest 
position in case law. while the legal measures would 
include making ame:ndments to the relevent acts. A more 
detailed report on the changes required follows. 

~4.dministrative R.ecom1nendations87 

18.2 The law as it stands today, specifically allows the 
continuation of Khatedari rights to cultivators enjoying 
such rights as per the pre- 1952 land records. But as has 
been evidenced in the case studies, the courts · of the 
Collectors and the R1!venue Board have not been examining 
the detailed revenue~ history before deletion of names of 
existing Khatedari tenants. Similarly, the law of 
presumption is an irn.portant point of law, but instead of this 
presumption operating in favour of the existing land record 
entries being correct · unless proven otherwise as mandated 
by the Indian Evidt::nce A·ct, the onus of proof is being 

K7 1'.hese administrative ecommenations have been endorsed by the Board 
o f Revenue a few months back, lbut they are yet to he accepted by the 
G overnment of Rajas than. 
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placed on the cultivators, which is contrary to known legal 
practices. The Government therefore need to issue a 
circular to the concerned revenue officers informing thern: 

' 

1 . That the complete revenue history of the plot be 
examined before deletion of names in order that 
cultivators entitled to protection of their Khatedari 
rights in view of section 9 of the .Jagir Act arc given 
their due. rnost i1~lportantly. the persons t:nlcn:d in tht: 
pre- 1952 records, 

2. That if a cultivator is found to be recorded under any 
description, an assessment should be made of the 
nature of the rights as per the prevailing law of that 
time in order to arrive at an understanding of the 
heritability and transferability of his rights88 (and to 
this end, studies may be sponsored by the Revenue 
Board to document the nature of rights of cultivators 
and shikmi tenants in various Districts of Rajasthan in 
the pre- 1952 times), 

3. That in the post- 1952 cases of entries, the changes 
fro1n M uafi to Khalsa/ Government/ Sarkar need not 

~H .\s already shown, persons shown as "cultivators" in the records of the 
Karauli State enjoyed Khatedari rights both on Khalsa and Jagir/ Muafi 
lands, in view of the 1912 Revenue Code of Karauli. It may also be noted 
that persons shown as cultivators in the modern day Jamabandis also 

, ~njoy .Khatedari rights even though not so expressly recorded. The 
i::urrent presumption also is therefore that the cultivator is a Khatedari 
renant, ~less _ the '9'ds "Gair Khatedar" or some other words are 
recorded against his name. 
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be presumed to be illegal, as firstly, Muafi resumption 
was not an unknown practice in pre- 1952 or pre-
194 7 times, and secondly,-· the settlement operation 
must also · be presumed to be a valid process (and 
therefore the settlement records be presumed to be 
correct) unless proven otherwise, the onus of proof 
being on the person desiring deletion of the name of 
the cu hi valor~ 

4. That the situation has undergone considerable 
changes since the · 1984/ 1987 judgments of the 
Revenue Board, and that the l ligh Court and the 
Supreme Court have aUowed the grant of Khatedari 
rights in their rulings based on the following 
principles which could be universally applied: 

(i) That lands granted in Muafi after their 
resumption could not be treated as Khudkasht 
in view of the entry in land records showing 
lands being tilled by cultivators in a capacity 
other than that of hired labour of servants, and 
that such lands would actually be treated as 
Khatedari lands of the recorded cultivators, 

(ii) That if the Khasra Girdawari of 1955 showed 
a person recorded as a cultivator, then the land 
could not be regarded as Khudkasht of the 
Jagirdar (the idol), which would make section 
I 0 of the Jagir Act inoperative, and 
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(iii) That the prov1s1ons of Chapter III-A of the 
Tenancy Act, under which even a sub- tenant 
of Khudkasht land becomes a Khatedar on the 
required proct:dure being followed, must be 

' deemed to have been satisfied because of what 
had been recorded in the Khasra Girdawari. 

18.3 The Govcrnn1ent 1nust also consider re- opening of 
cases of rcfcn:_nccs already decided upon hy the Revenue 
Board where due procedure of verification of pre- 1952 
land record entries has not been followed, or cases where 
the rulings of the Revenue Board are contrary to the law as 
laid down by the High Court and the Supreme Court. This 
would be especially important when the particular order of 
the Revenue Board is post- 1990, when the High Court had 
very clearly allowed the grant of Khatedari rights in certain 
situations. This ma)· be so:mewhat difficult, since appeals 
may be pending in superior court in some of such cases 
(though, in many, it is kno'Ntl that there have not been any 
appeals by the cultivators). Further, since under section 82 
of the .Land Revenu~ Act, 1the Government does not really 
have the powers to re- examine cases where: orders have 
been issued by the Revenue Board; these cases may need to 
be reviewed by the .Revenuie Board itself under section 86 
of the Land Revenue Act. 

18.4 The Govemm1~nt must also consider reducing the 
multiple channels open to affected persons on the issue of 
grant of tenancies in such cases, for instance applications 
can be made under ~;ection8 15 and I or 19 of the Tenancy 
Act, suits can be filed under section 88 of the same act, and 
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references can be n1ade under section 82 of the Land 
Revenue Act. It is important to reduce the number of 
channels since ·the time taken for granting relief in these 
alternative methods fa different in each case. The first two 
follow the SOM/' ACEM89 to RAA 90 to Revenue Board 
route~ while references follow the Collector/ Additional 
Collector to Revenut~ Board route. The first two methods 
also an: frequented \Vith stay orders. and the court of the 
RJ\J\ is not rca1ly rnoniton:d as arc the courts of the SOM. 
ACEM or the courts of the Collector/ Additional Collector. 
Further. since it has been held in a number of cases that 
references under section 82 cannot be initiated in the 
pendency of a suit, the "bigger" and better placed Mandirs 
use these rulings to their full effect by '~ensuring" that 

ll'J SD~I: Suh Divisional ~Iagistrate, .\CE~(: .-\ssistant Collector and 
Executive ~lagistrate. lnese are offices subordinate_ to that of the 
Collector/ .-\dditional Collector. 
·x• R.-\.-\: Revenue .-\ppelfa,te .-\uthority. This court, though manned by 
officers of .-\D~I rank, is one rank superior in position to the Court of the 
Collector and one rank inferior to the Revenue Board. In practice. the 
position of this court is really "neither here nor there"; their monitoring 
leaves much to he desired, and the number of stay orders issued by these 
Courts is indeed massive . .-\s an aside, it may be mentioned that a number 
of studies have been made with regard to reorganization of the courts of 
the R.·\ .\, and suggestions :ue unde1r consideration of the Government for 
amalgamation of these R.\.\ cou:rts within the Office/ Court of the 
Divisional Commissioner:;. It may also be a worthwhile idea to 
amalgamate these courts with the Courts of the Collector by designating 
R..\;\ courts as .-\OM (ludicial). 111is would help in greatly ameliorating 
the condition of cultivaton;; since the disputes over land are many in rural 
areas, and while the cultivators and the Government both expect the 
Collector to resolve revent1e/ land disputes, the law as exists in Rajasthan 
allows absolutely no role for the Collector in hearing appeals from orders 
of SD~fs/ .\CE~[s in suits for tenancy rights. 
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disputes are already pending in some Court or the other. 
There is therefore a need to bring in "single- window'' 
provision in law for Muafi lands for one single court to 
examine the dispute, , preferably the Collector's c9urt, on 
the patterns of section· 88(2) of the Land Revenue Act 
\Vhich authorises Collectors only to pass orders after formal 
t!nquiry in cases of claims against the Government relating 
to property. 

1.8.5 The orders dated 22.12.1999 of the Urban 
l)eveloprr1ent and Local Bodies Department direct" that no 
proceedings will be initiated under section 908 of the Land 
Revenue Act and no regularisation/ allotment will be 
undertaken in case of, inter alia, Muafi Mandir lands. This 
outright ban contains no directions whether it applies to 
lands where the landholder is shown as Muafi Mandir or 
\Vhere the tenant is shown as Muafi Mandir. Further, these 
orders contain no directions whether they will apply to 
lands shown as Muafi Maridir in land records of settlement 
of 1958 or in the current Jamabandis. It needs to be made 
c:lear that the order/ amendment should apply only to cases 
\Vhere the deity is recorded as the Khatedar in the 
Jamabandi currently in force, and not to any other case. 
These clarifications are absolutely necessary; ·since Karauli 
c:ity itself has roughly 200 hectares of land shown as Muafi 
~Aandir in some way or the other, at some point of time or 
the other. Many of these lands had been resumed upto 
1963, after the settlement records were made in 1958, and a 
large nuntber of Khatedars have been recorded on these 
lands in accordance with law. Many of these plots also 
record specific persons and not the deity as Khatedar 
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tenants. The practical problems with such bans resulting in 
i.llegal deals having·~. b~en . _discussed elsewhere, it will 
!)Uffice to say here that the ban on initiation of proceedings 
under 901B or allotment/ regularisation should apply only to 

' cases where the curr.ent Jamabandi records the particular 
\1andir/ Idol as Khatedar tenant. The ban presently 
ii mposed interferes in a manner not entirely in accordance 
\V ith the law in so ·frtr as the t:njoy1111.:nt of Khatt:dari rights 
by lawfully recorded persons is concerned. The orders of 
1999 thus need modification to the extent that the ban on 

i: nitiation of proceedings under 90B or on allotment/ 
1·egularisation should apply only to cases where the 
1~urrent .Jamabandi records the particular Mandiri Idol 
its Khat«~dar tenant. Further,. an explanation may also be 
added · to section 90B by way of an amendment to clarify 
the aforesaid position. In order to ensure that the benefits of 
!;uch conversion are not passed on to cases where the 
pujari/ shebait/ trust has come to acquire idol lands through 
unscrupulous means, the exemption may need to continue 
Hn case where the pujari/ shebait/ trust is recorded as 
1the Khatedar in the current Jamabandi, and further, 
,weeding out of cases may be required through reference 
u1nder st~ction 82 of the Land Revenue Act in cases 
1Nhere the pujari/ shebait/ trust have got their name 
iillegally recorded. This clarification has become especially 
important now,, in view of the · recent passing of the 
Rajasthan Land Revenue (Amendment) Act 2002, which 
proposes to allow conversion of lands held by religious and 
charitable institutions and trusts. The new amendment is 
likely to be exploited by certain unscrupulous trusts to 
~;how lands held by the idol as lands held by the trust, and 
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then illegally get idol lands converted. Before the new 
amendment is put into force, the Government would need 
to review the curren1t Jamabandis and ensure that wherever 
the trusts have illegally got idol lands shown in the records 
as Khatedari lands o:f the trust, then such illegal entries will 
have to be got deleted. 

18.6 There are sti II a large· nun1hcr of entries in the land 
records sho\ving the Mandir Murt~,'as landholder~ This is 
not correct, since consequent upon resumption of all 
Muafis by 1963, all land should vest in the Government, 
and the landholder n1ust be shown as "Rajasthan Sarkar"91

. 

The Government may therefore like to issue instructions to 
this effect so that the land records can be corrected 
forthwith. The revenue offi1:ers should also be reminded of 
the fact that the circular of ll 977 relates only to cancellation 
of mutations and deletion of names of persons in cases 
where changes in land records have been approved on 
account of the (illegal) sale of land by pujaris/ shebaits, or 
where the pujari/ shebait has got his own name t~ be 
(illegally) recorded ;as the Khatedar; and that it does not 
apply to ·cases where the current entries are on account of 
some historical basis, viz, entry in older records as a 
cultivator or a shikrr1i, wheire the Law of Presumption will 
apply in the sense that that the provisions of Chapter III-A 
of the Tenancy Act, under which even a sub- tenant of 
Khudkasht land becomes a Khatedar on the required 
procedure being followed, must be deemed to have been 
satisfied because of what had been recorded in the Khasra 

'J I Chapter 2 of the Tenancy :\ct, specifically section 12. 
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Girdawari, and that such cultivators would indeed . be 
entitled to enjoyment of Khcitedari rights92

. 

18. 7 Now that the ,matter of Khatedari rights is also before 
a larger bench of the High Court (although the Supreme 
Court has clearly :rejected the · "idols are minors and 
tt1erefore · cultivators are not entitled to Khatedari rightsH 
theory; and therefore no further examination hy the lligh · 
Court is probably necessary)~ the vourts nec<l to be n1adc 
aware {Jf the fulr legal and. practical implications of their 
final <lc(;isions. Any theoretical approach ignoring the 
factum of cultivation of the Muafi lands will result in 
creating a new Zamindar- the Idol itself. The "perpetually 
minor" theory applied to the case of cultivators will create a 
class of perpetual tenants··at-will, which is completely 
against the letter and the spirit of the Jagir and the Tenancy 
Acts as we know th~tn. This. report could perhaps serve the 
purpose of satisfying the f-ligh Court that the "idols are 
minors and therefore cultivators are not entitled to 
Khatedari rights" theory nec!ds to be completely rejected; 
that the ''idols are minors" theory was artificially developed 
for the purpose of safeguarding the idol properties from 
sale by unscrupulous plijaris/ shebaits; and that the 
Supreme Court by ignoring this theory took the first step in 
1996 to restore the cul!tivators on such lands to their rightful 
position. 

- -- ------
n This principle formed th1~ basis of the judgment of the Supreme Court 
in t 996(1) .sec 612. 
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10.8 Finally, some reorganisation of the offices of the Jagir 
and the I>evasthan Commissioners and the Secretarial 
offices woiuld also be required, and their involvement with 
the Collector's estaolishment will need to be substantially 
increased. These offices - of Jagir and Devasthan 
Commissioners deal with _matters involving landed property 
rights, but for instance in Karauli, the position of their 
enforcement staff is extremely poor. The office of the 
Collector is in a far better position to deal · with property 
n1atters, with a chain of officers and staff up to the village 
level. Some changes will therefore be necessary to bring 
th1! field officers of the Revenue, the Jagir, and the 
Dcvasthan Departments in close contact and interaction 
with each other, with clear responsibilities and 
aci:ountability outlined for each. 

R•?commt~ndations pertaining to Law 

18.9 The Government need~ to urgently recognise tenancy 
rights of cultivators recorded as Khatedars/ sub- tenants in 
C~ies when~ the pre- or post- 1952 land record entries do 
no1t contain the words "Khudkasht". This is a sound 
principle, ~rhich does not directly confront the '"idols are 
minors" theory93 and was expressly accepted as such by the 

•n lhe Supreme Court in 1967 expressed the "idols are minors" view to 
ensure protection of idol properties from sale by unscrupulous pujaris/ 
shehaits. It never expressed anr · opinion on definitions of Khudkasht 
land., or of lands to be treated as lands under personal cultivation. It was 
only the view of the Revenue. Board that lands held by idols should be 
trea:'.ed as lands being cultivated personally and as Khudkasht lands, a 
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IDB of the High Court in 1990(1) RLR 161. To this end, 
:.ince the law ·. has already been propounded by the High 
Court, briinging it's ruling to the notice of various Reve·nue 
Courts ~rould be sufficient. However, to reinforce the 

' 
position further, minor amendments, that too of a 
dari ficatory _nature, would serve the purpose. Provisos can · 
he added to section 2 of the Jagir Act and section 5 of the 
1... . \ 94 • h enancy 1 ct ~ stating t at: 

1. Lands held hy idols shall he treated as '"'lands 
culti vatcd personally" pro,·ided that the lands were 
being actually cultivated by the pujari/ shebait and not 
by re~corded cultivators, and · 

2. Muafi Mandir lands would be treated as "Khudkasht" 
provided that such lands were actually recorded as 
such in the land records. 

I 11.10 In case the afore said amendments are made, it may 
not be ne~cessary to,. make any further amendments to 
se·ctions 9 and I 0 of the Jagir Act. However, to be on the 
safer side, section 10 of the Jagir Act may be amended by 
adding a proviso that "where t~e land records show a 
pe:rson to be actually cultivating the land, such land would 

view that was dearly not accepted by the High Court in the 1990 ruling 
and by the Supreme Court in 1996. 
9~ Section 46 of the Tenancy .-\ct may need to remain unchanged, this 
section allows sub- letting by a minor, and adding provisos for ~luafi 
l\faodir lands r~ay interfere with the "idols are minors" theory. 
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not be regarded as lK.hudkiJLsht of the Jagirdar"95
• But 

supporting amendments to S(:ctions 16 of the Tenancy Act 
will still be required. Section l6 currently prohibits 
acquisition of kh.atediri rights on lands held for public 
purposes, and viewed· strictly in this context, then in such 
cases, if M uafi lands are to be treated as land held for 
public purposes, then even the idol should not be granted 
Khatedari rights on Muafi lands. This obvious contradiction 
can only be taken can~ of by keeping Muafi Mandir lands 
out the rurvie\v of section 11) hy adding a proviso to this 
section. This will allow96 acquisition of Khatedari rights by 
tenants under section 15 of the Tenancy Act. The first 
proviso to section 19(1) of the Tenancy Act will also 
require arnendment97 to the effect that Khatedari rights will 
not accrue to any lands held' by persons enumerated in 
section 46 provided further that such lands are not held by 
an idol. 

18.11 It must also be 11toted that section 14 of the Tenancy 
Act defines only three categories of tenants- Khatedar 
tenants, tenants ·of Khudkasht and Gair Khatedar tenants. 
The '"tenants of Khudkasht" is really a historical concept 
now, since such tenancy rights on Khudkasht lands have 
been brought within the purview of the Khatedari rights, 
wherever admissible. But the Tenancy act appears to 

95 lbis amendment would he in line with the principle put foiward by the 
Supreme Court in the 1996 case. 
9<i The amendment would only be a fo1rmality, the High Court in 1990 and 
the Supreme Court in 1996 already having allowed acquisition of 
Khatedari rights on l\luafi lands to recorded cultivators. 
•n This amendment will again he a formality as above. 
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contain two more classes of tenants, ·namely sub- tenants 
defined under section 5( 41 ), and "tenant or sub- tenants 
holding from year to year" (the "year to year" category 
appears to be a sub- category only) under section 180 of the 
Tenancy Act, whose occupalncy rights are. protected from 
arhitrary eviction hy section 180 itself of the Tenancy act. 
Thus. on the one hand. sornc of these tenants are heing 
denied Khatedari rights. while on the other hand. they are 
allo"vvc<l the cnjoyn1cnt of occupanc.y rights. In practice. the 
rights of such suh- tenants have been transferred hy 
inheritance, an<l by ··illegal" sales. This situation needs to 
be addressed immediately so that the matter of heritability 
and transferability of the rights of these cultivators tilling 
lands for over five decades can be finally resolved. 

18. 12 The OB of the High Court has clearly held that the 
provisions of the Hindu Minority and Guardianship Act of 
1956 would apply in case of idol properties in place of the 
provisions of the Raja:ithan Public Trusts Act [ 1959], thus 
holding the view that while the Devasthan Department's 
Assistant Commissiont:r's sanctions may be adequate in the 
case of properties belonging to the Trust, his permission 
would not be sufficient in the case of idol properties 
managed by the Trust, and permission of the civil court 
would be ·required in such cases. This seems to have 
escaped the notice of the Devasthan Department, who for 
instance in one case in Karauli, have granted permission98 

to a trust for leasing out of one particular plot held by the 

'JI\ lbe sanction ordeJ does not mention the section and the law under 
which the permission has been granted. 
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Idol as a Khudkasht/ Khatedar. If ~his logic of leasing out is 
allowed, it vtill only bypass the bar on sale of lands held by 
an idol as Khudkasht and . would become an exploitable 
legal loophole. A cla~ificatory amendment to the Rajasthan 
Public .Trusts Act may therefore be made: 

1. To prohibit issue of sanctions by the Devasthan 
Department's offic.ials for transfer of idol, lands99 in 
any rnanncr \.vhatsocvcr 100

, an<l 

2. To clearly state that sale of lands held by an Idol as 
aforesaid would require the permission . from the 
competent court under the Hindu Minority and 
Guardianship Act. 

18.13 Some doubts have existed regarding the applicability 
of the Rajasthan Imposition .of Ceiling on Agricultural 
Holdings . Act, 1973 (hereinafter referred to as the Ceiling 
Act} on lands held by idols. This act provides an exemption 
froni imposition of ceiling for lands held by a religious or 
charit~ble tn1st (includin~ a wakf) of a public nature 
exisdng on or before 26t September 1970. As indicated 
else~N~ere, the artificial confusion regarding lands held by 

'>'J By "idol lands", what is meant is idol lands where the idol itself, or the 
idol through its pujari/ shebait is recorded as Khudkasht/ Khatedar, and 
lands where the name of a person as cultivator/ sub- tenant is not so 
recorded. 
100 .\ simultaneous provision will need to be made in the rules for 
allotment and conversion for the purposes of setting up of cinema 
houses, petrol pumps etc. to clarify that transfer of idol lands for these 
purposes would also be prohibited. 
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an idol and · lands held by a trust has been exploited by 
various concerned parties for availing themeselves of this 
exemption, the mod1:1s operandi being to get lands held by 
the idol to appear in the list of properties held by the trust. 
This is indeed incorrect, since the la\V is very clear on this 
suhject- thnt Muafi Mand ir htnds are lands held hy the idol. 
and not by a trust. the trust and the idol being separate 
juristic persons. The .. loophole". although it is a case of 
incorrC<.:l application of the hl\-V rather than a )oophoJe llS 

such.. ·can he easily taken care of by c1ari ficatory 
ad1ninistn1ti\·c instructions. or by darilicalory a11H:1H.lini.:nl 

to section 22(d) of the Ceiling Act specifying that lands 
hdJ by iJob will not he ln.:atcd 'as lands hd<l. hy the 
trust 101

• A further an1cn'Un1cnt \viii also n:quired to section 
21, which presently deals with disposal of ceiling- surplus 
lands. This amendment could be operationalised by adding 
a proviso, that in the case of erstwhile Muafi lands, the 
ceiling surplus lands will vest in cultivators entitled to 
enjoyment of Khatedari rights as per sections 9 and I 0 of 
tbe Jagir Act or in cultivators entitled to acquisition of 
Khatedari rights under section 13, 15 or 19 of the Tenancy 
Acts 102

• The Government could also consider discontinuing 
the exemp~ions granted so far to religious institutions and 

"'1 .-\ good number of bodies have also changed their names in their 
attempt to appear as the rightful manager o f idol properties. The erstwhile 
"Panch ~lahajanan" society has now been registered as the "~Iandir Shree 
Govinddevjec Panch ~Iahajanan Trust" .. -\ similar situation has been 
obsetved in the case of some other trusts as well. 
1112 The amended Jagir and Tenancy .\cts brought in consonance with the 
High Court and Supreme Court judgments. 
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trusis, on the pattern o.f the. action taken by the Government 
ofBihar in 1992. · 

' 
18.14 The apparent contradiction between the Devasthan 
Department circ_ular of 1992 dealing with temple/ land 
1nanag~nh.:nt hy the · ("0111111 it lt:L'S cha i n:d hy SOM s nnd the 
Revenue Departrncnf"s circt1lars of 1977 and 1991 dealing 
\Vi th the ex istcncc of sonic civi I right of the pujari/ shebait/ 
panch lilso needs to he resolved to avoid unnct:cssary 
litigation and to hring clarity in the jurisdiction of the 
, \J n1 in istrati ve/ R~n:nuc ofliccrs tt) rnanagc h:n1plc 
properties. It may al so be necessary to issue further 
supplementary orders under the 1992 circular of the 
Devasthan Department to formally and specifically allow 
ten1porary/ permanent allocation of such lands to recorded 
cultivators of . pre-- 1952 tirnes · or in the post- 1952 
settlement records in 01rder that their long term possession 
is protected and that they are not arbitrarily ejected by 
puJans. 

i 8.15 The aforesaid changes and clarifications are urgently 
required~ the "'doubts" r1egarding Khatedari rights of tenants 
and sub- _tenants in pre- and post- 1952 cases need to be 
removed immediately. Any further continuation of a 

\ 

doubtful situation can easily be exploited by pujaris/ 
shebaits and trusts to purchase land cheaply in a personal 
capacity and then attenrtpt to show that they made these 
purchases from recognised Khatedars. The cultivators have 
alreRdy suffered heavily due to the interpretations leading 
to the theory that "Khatedari rights cannot accrue on Muafi 
Mandir lands"~ this was never intended by the Acts, or by 
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the Supreme Court in the 1967 decision. The Supreme 
Court has also in 1996 ignored the "idols are minors" 
theory in favour of granting Khatedari rights even to post-
1952 cultivators, and the Governn1ent must also folio~ step 
with this laudable attempt of the Courts. The pressures on 
lands arc son1e\vhat sustainnhte rn)\v. and the cultivators 
largely ignorant. but in a few years from now, when land 
rrices jump substantially. \Vhen cultivators hccotne nHHC 

aware of their rights. and \vhcn such a large nun1bcr of · 
2ultivntors find thnt they \Vere. in fact. entitled to Khatcdari 
rights on rv1uati ManJir lands: then the UovernnH:nt of that 
day will have to deal with a much more difficult and 
,~xplosive situation. It is therefore just the right tin1c now lo 

p1.1t in place Lhc right rnix of Ad1ninistrativc anJ Legul 
'~hanges to ensure what the Jagir and the Tenancy Act had 
themselves always intended, and what the cultivators have 
anyway been entitled to in the first place. 
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Annexure I 

SI. Cunent Prcvioua Entriea in . Entrict in Entrie• as per aurvey (f annim) of 19SS Entrica as per Settlement I 
No. Miaal- Haqiat Jthaera record of 19511 

..... A · ...._ A . of 1909 Bandobasti of 
""'''"' ~· ID ..... a1ra ~· ID 1909 
No. B'l'ha No. B11ha Grantee up- Bhokta Cuhivator of Cultivator at Grantee Cu!tivztor (in J 

"· a.. (Bhokta) prcviou1 time of 1urvcy (Bhokta) red in ca.:e of · j 
B11wa B11wa chakbandi (tannin11) Shikmi 

(underlined in cultiva;ton ) j 
caae ofShikmi 
cultlvaton) I 

I 5.\5(1 1-llH 4·H/ I 1-llK i\LmJir Shrc.:c.: i\LinJir Shrc.:t· lhjasth;tn Sarkar lst;1m;1r.irJar l'anch mahajanan Kishori s/o i\lanJir Kishori s/o -1 
< irn·inJJc.:vji 1«1 Covint!J1:1·ji n i\fanJir Shrc.:c.: c.:tc i\loti jati mali C lrffinJJc.:vji i\loti j;iti m.1li ! 
ahtc.:mllm pane~ <thtc.:m;1m.panch ( iMinJJc.:vji sakin J1:h p;tnch sakin dc.:h ,. 
m;1haj;tnan mah.1jan;tn s;u·varkar p:tnch muJJ,11 kaJim I mahaj;man . muJJ>1t kaJim 
ar,arw.1lc.: lll('Jrwa!c.: maha1<10an llf.,'llr.lw;1l sakin 

1 

bikasba KarJuli mutabik khilt>I Jch karauli j 
tlu:h ist;1marnri no. 40(. wale.: lst>tmamr I 

karauli ==i ~ 
2 5.\511 2-IO 4-B/ I 2-111 -do- -Jo- -Jo- -Jo- -Jo- •Jo- -Jo- -
.\ SJ57 1-12 422J 1-12 -do- -Jo- -Jo- -Jo- -Jo- -Jo- -Jo- ·----j 

Kasha Karauli Tehsil Haja 

.t 
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Annexure II 

SI. I Current Prcviou1 Entric1 in Entl'ica in Khanra Bandobaati or Entric1 a1 per aurvcy (fannim) of 19SS I Bntric1 as per Settlement record 
No. Miaal- Haqiat 1909 (boxed entriea ahow ahikmi of 1958 

Khasra Arca in Khaara Arca in of 1909 cultivaton) 

No. Bigha No. Bigha I Grantee (Bhokta) I Cultivator in Cultivator at Grantee Cultivator 
"'· " · previous time of survey (Bhakta) (boxed in case 
Biswa Baswa chakbandi (boxed (tannim) orShikmi 

in caoc ofShikmi cultivators) 
cultivators) 

52(. I II-Cl{, 4'>5/2 I O-C i{1 I N.h I Hhwu s/o Hrind;\\':tn \'ii i\lu;1ti punyuch J..:hudkashc I ),"·ibl s/i:· J..:,1lua ;1fu;1tl puny:irlh I )rril:d s/11 
min mus:1mm;11 .\chani bcwa \';1nrn;1Ji Shrl'l' Hhoru s/ o j;11i kachi s;1kin ~;hrcT Hhmu 1'.du .1 j·.111 m;di 

hiss ;1 b;mth;fr ni> f 1"1 mus.1mnrnc HrinJ:tl':ln 1·;1 J,·h :;/ 11 Hrind:11·:111 s;1km Jc·h 
S1111j ,1 ht'\\"l /'o.1 ;1e.;m 1·;1 mus:1rnm:1t mus.1mm;lt .\ch;1ni ""' mus:1rn111:11 
Sursiti bc11'it H:tll<•mi C:horu l':1IJ;1 bcw:1 \ 'anmali jaci \ch:1ni 
M:1g.1n jnti ch.1ulx:1· s;tkin Jl'h 1·:1 ch.1ubcy s;1kin Jch i>Lwa\ 'l'•tnm.di 
hiss~ . IY.u",th;ir ni> f l/w111d1m1m .{!] pHi b:1m;m s;1kin 
§·11h1/1;11i l.i11nn .<11k.in rkl dth 

IJ:!!lt11r .rhii.mi m,inr/ir . f /Irr 
;mmltk1ji .rlii.1:1.1'.I 

2 I 527 I 0- 14 I 4'J5/2 I 11-14 j -Jo- I -Jo- . I -Jo- · I -Jo- I -Jo- ··Jn- -J11-
min 

.\ I 52K 1-115 I 4'.15/ 2 11 -05 I -Jo- I -Jo- I J..:h.1k1 I -Jo- I -Jo- I ,;:1rkar I J) ,·1· il:tl s/ 11 . 

mm f.; :1lu:1 ""' m:1I. 
S;tkin Jl·h 
muJd;tt k:iJim 

4 I 529 I 0-CL' I 4% I 11-0.\ I -Jo- I Hh. oru s/o Hrind;t\';tn 1·a i\lu;1fi punprlh -Jo- -Jo- ~[u;1ti puny:tnh I l>t 1·il;1I s/o 
mus .unm:1t .\ch.mi bcw.1 \ 'anmali Shr<·c Hhoru s/o ;hrcl' Hhoru f.; ,1lu;1 1:111 m.tli 
hi•s•1 barabar ni,J l'a mus:1mmat HrinJ.1nn 1-.1 </• 1 HrinJa1-.111 s;tkin Jl'h 
Sooja m'\\';I M.1d;tn '"' mus.mm:1t mus:1mm;lt .\ch.1ni '"' mus;1mm;11 
Surs:lti bcw.1 H:1booni C:horu l';1IJ;1 bcwa \ ':1nm:1li j:ui .\ ch.111i 
M•lf.!:IO j:lti chaUX'I' sakin Jch '"' chaubc:y s;1kin Jl'h l>l'W;1\'l';111m;1li 
hiss:t b.mb:1r ni:: fl/)m7;m., .r/11 !•Iii b;1mo1n s.1kin 
I)/,.,,.,,,,, j,11i J:,1d1i .<11k.in tkh S/111m~ Jd1 

5.\.\ I II-It,, I SW min I 11-11.\ I i\!:1nJir Shrcl' i\lanJir Shrcd;m·inJJcl'ji 1' '1 i\lanJir Shrc·l' (;utti j;11i n;ti -Jo- 1'!:111Jir Shrcc I -Jn-
( iol'inJJc\'ji \'a ilht:1m;tm r••nch m.1h:1j;man ( im·inJJcl'ji \':I l :ul'indJn· ji 
nhum.1m panch ••g.tr~':tk 1·:1k<· bsb.1 K:trauli l: h.11.1 .1h1.1mam r•mch p:1nch 
m.1h;1j;tn;tn 44 I(, ll<ilrkr .</ 11 .~:.11/111 jali l<Jd•' .~1h1~ m;1h;1j:1n;m :1g;uw:1lc m·.1h;1j:111;1n 
;tg;mnll' rnkl' ~ rnkc k;tsba J.,:;1r;1uli .1g:uw,1I s:1kin 
k;tsb.1 K11muli lstmamr Jch J..::1r.1uh 
thck•t lst;\1n;m1ri ls1;1mrntr 

(1 I (1:\tl I 11-111! I SH.\ I Cl-OK I J:~/..·f Sh.re~ . ~· Shrcc Kh·"''asjcc s.1hiba Kh;1ls.1 R;1ml:1l R.1mjil.1I s/ o . Suk.I r R;1mjilal s/u . 
Khan1s11 Sah1b:1 ~\1111.t/11111! .r/ u. \1111 I /1 .\11.l:M.~ ltiml:tl iau bch1 Ramlal p111 m:tli 

~·d11ind 4 (J I /1m11.l:/i r<J.r /ib:r s;1k1.n Jt·h mudJ;lt s.1km Jl'h . 

-_J'----_J'----------'-'v._'·•_1•-"_1,,,_,._1 ... f_I_i_·, .. i<.•r Rt1m i>J/1~ / bJ1m muJJ:tt bJ1m 

Kasba Karauli Tehsil Haja 
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SI 
No 

I 
2 

SI 
No 

I 
2 

Current Previous 

Khaua Area in Khaara Arca in 
No. Bigha No. Bigha 

& & 
Biswa Biswa 

1575 11-17 n1 11-17 
I S7r. 11-1') '!27 11-f'! 

Table Continued .. . 
Cuncnt Pait 

Khasra Area Khasra Arca 
No. in No. in 

Bigh.a Big ha 
& & 
Biswa Biswa 

1575 0-17 1127 0-17 
1576 11-19 '!'17 0-l'J 

AnJnexure III 
j 

Entrie1 in Kha1ra Entries in IJta1ra Entrie1 in Entriea in Kha1ra 
Tcep 1914- 1917 1rccp 1918- 1921 Kha1raTecp Tccp 19§0-53 

1~'22- H 

Cultivator Cultivator (1hikmi Cultivator Cultivator 
(shikrni ientrica c·ntries arc boxed) (1hikmi cntriea (shikmi entries 
are boxed) al'e boxed\ arc boxed) 
l'.lu;1ti l'unyarth;t l.luati l'uny;1 rth;1 ~luati ~lu.iti l'unl'artha 
~ LtnJir Slirl'l· l.lanJir Shrc·' 1'1mv:1rtha 1'.lanJic Sh;LT 
lbdhakishanji 1·.1kl' 1: .. 1Jh;1kish;1nji ".;tkl' ~la~Jir Shrt'l' R;1Jh .. 1kish:1nji rnkl' 
JL"h haja 1·a Lich h.1ja ""' R:1Jh,1kish:1nji Jch h;1j.1 ,.,, 
othctmam ahctm;tm \';\kc Jch h:1j:1 rn ;1hctm.1m I htjarilal 
r:himm;lf'lhtl s/11 C:himmanlal s/11 aht·tm;tm \';I Jtl('.tnO;Hh s/ o 

Sit;tram j;ui bam~n · ~ .irotrotm j11li baman Chimm.inbl s/11 ( :himmanram j:Hi 
sakin haJ1>ti Jch sakin h;1Joti Jt·h Sitar..1mj .. ui bam;m s.1kin 
IJ<,1//11 .r/ fl ( ;,,111 j11/~ r,,//11 ./II (;11.¥1 bam:m sakin h .. 1J11ti ra hiss<\ 

~111;1r f11f:in drll 11f11·_.·,1fi1t drl hnJ11ti Jch b;trnb<lf~ 

~'·~ ,, . """ Ullh'll1'tl fl/I;,,. .>'11fii4 

!~~HM· .r11£i~ ~ 

Entries in Eruria in Kbasra Chauaala~ 
Kha ta 
Chanala 1950- Bhu1ni cultivator Spt:i:i!'I dtmipti1m 
1953 Adhikari 
(cultivator) 

1953 1954 

1'.luati Muati · k;tsht lbtji u krnsh;tk ~'~tsh;1k 
l'un\'utha l'uny1rtha ;./11 "·"' t.uh 
~b~Jir Shrl'c Mandir Shrcc I L1rb.1ksh~··1 >tUhl.i/flO l!l.i111711 ,; ~ 
~ .. 1Jh:ikish;mjcc RaJh.tki;.hanjcc n:uh bat;ti •.1, 1'11hi 

~ \'akL· Jt·h haj;t \'a l'<l ;thetmam Jct;\ h;ti 
:, ,. Jllfi, .1hctmam lbjaribl M11oli bc\\·a 

lbj .. 1ril..tl1·;1 1·agL·r.1h k11rya !l"iar 
J<%mnath s/o k11 
( :himmanr;1m 
i•ttibam•m 
pujari sakin 
haJ1Jti l'•t hissa 
barn bar 

Yilla2e Narauli Tehsil Sapotra 
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Entric1 in Kha1ra Teep 19!i0- 5J 

1950 (shikmi 1951 1952 (shikmi 1953 (shikmi 
cntrie1 arc (shikmi entric1 arc entries arc 
boxed) cntrie1 11rc boacd) boxed) 

boxed) 

I f,1j ;1 ril:tl hiss.1 Kabiz 
fout sht·sh !J,1Jastrn •r 
hisl'sl'Jar bbiz '"tku/111' 
~\'/11'tmi / /,11ii .r/ 11 

II lud~1J.d.i n<1t!l 

~ 

19SS 1956 

un kr..ish .. 1k un krnsh:tk 
;11/,1hKm~ ~;u..-h1 //11/1h111 ·.~ 

'1, H!.111fJJ /!lwmu 1111i11rtJ1J 

~ "'J.i" "''' ,;J 
ii.Ht/ h11n1h1~~ I 

lhjrangf;tl \"itg;1ir;1h K .. 1 .. 1hiz 
\ ' i\;lr1s k;thiz \';l no. lt.lJ~l:-i(Clf)r 

H55·~ 
1tltl~1J/1mr l>c1/t1i 'lJ 
lrt.1 I.ii .lltH1li hr1»J 
.1111·11 e11i111· Dl 

1-;h;tt;\uni ltmJ11b;tst 1951! 

Bhokta 

1\1 uilli l'.fonJir 
Sh rec 
R.1Jh .. 1kis.1;mjcc 
1·ir.1jm;mJch1·;1 
;1hctm;tn puj;1ri 
l\;1jr.mglal Ramjilal 
s/11 Jag;1r.n;llh jati 
b:tm;m ,;;1kin Jt·h 

Cultivator 

· llh.1111'\'<1 s/ o 
llhair1 ;n hissa •;, 
l,;1JJu s/o Kor..1 
hiss.1 •;, f.,'l•i•tr 
s;tkin Jch 
muJJ,it bJim 



: 

Anru::xure IV 

SI Entric1 11 per Mi1al Haqiat 1927 Entriet a• per Khatal!ni Entries u per Khatauni 
No Bandobut 1'MJ- 196:! Bandobaat 19S4- 1962 

IOtaara Arca in Muafidar Cultivator IOtaar J~ea KhatcJar 
No. ' Bigha a No. ill 

ac lligha 
Biawa 't 

Ui1w Bhokta Cultivator 
' ll 

I 2'JI .\ -12 Muafi liascg;1 Ramhct s/o .\m -"t l2 Ud.1k ~hmJir ~luafi ManJir i\11-10"1 s/o 
Ii hog Man Ji r Deva jati ( :ujar Shcc K.1lpnjl'c c:h.1nJ:1 i••ti 

Entrie1 a• per Jamaban 
1959 

Bhumi Adhikari Cul 

UJak basigc lial.1 
lihog ~hmJir nl\\· 

di 1956-

ivator 

cha mar 
isii.,rr••m 

Entrin •• Entrin as 
per per 
Jamabandi Jamabandi 
1964-1967 19611-1971 
(Cultivator) (Cultivator) 

--
Mcw>la s/o Hbnrnr s/o 
Ch,mJ:1 i•iti Sui.,oan 1·a 

Kalyanji \'a sakin Jch K1lyanmijcc chutbhaiy;1 'Jat sakln Jch Sh rec Jat niwasi _1.,1m1hin~h 
ahl·tm;1m puj.,1ri pl1jari Hhorin Nanhil:il s/o 
Hh.1ironhd s/ o s/o I )l'\·baksh 1•1ti 
ffarch.mJ jati 11.imkchanJ bam;m sakin Jch 
bam;m sakin J<·h j;u:i bam;m 

sakin Jch 

T11b/e Continued ... 
Entrie1 Ill Entriea 11 per Entrie1 a• per Jamall>andi Entriea a1 per IOtatauni Bundoba11 1989 
per Jamabandi 1976- 1979 198().198J 
Jamabandi 
1972- J..975 

Bhumi Cultivator Bhumi Cultivator Prc·viou1 Cu1rrcnt 
Adhikari Dharak 

IOt111ra Arca in IOt1&1ra Area in 
No .. Biahaa No. Hectarea 

ancll 
bi1wa1 ' 

11imnvar s/o Raja.~than Hhanrnr s/11 R;1jasthan lihanrnr s/o .~Ml .\-1:! 716 11.'JO 

Sugan \'a Sarkar SugJn n Sarkar Sugm rn 
Janaksingh Janaksingh J•maksingh 
s/o ~; .. s/o 
RamJhan RamJh;m R;1mJhan 
jati { ;ujar j;ui {;ujar j;ui c;ujar 
ni1vasi Gram niwasi Cimm ru,,:asi ( ; ram 

Kasha Hindaun Tehsil Hindaun 

J..: ,1!!•;1nrnijn· 1·;1kc 
Jch \';l ;1hctmam 
pujari Hhorilal 
s/o I larchanJ j;1ti 
b;1m;m niw.1si 
i.,rmmmuJJ.u 
k.idim MuafiJar 
UJJaki 

Bhumidhari IOtatedar, Gair 
Kahtedar, 
IOtudkaaht or 
cultivator 

Rajasth11n lih;tm'oir s/ o Sugan 
Sarkar hissa 2/5 .\lam 

Singh lihim Singh 
Hh.1rat Singh Kirori 
pis;1mn Ramsahay 
sah bh:iWJar .\/ 10 
R~kh Singh C:hin1.,"1 
lirinJa,·an lihal(\".lll 
Singh Ramni\·as 
pisaran N ••irnji sah 
bhagiJar V Ill jati 
{;ujar niwasi Gram 
KhatcJar 

c:rnm IN" s/o RamJhan 
lihumi i•1:i C ;ujar 
.\Jhihri is niwal'ii ( in!m 
entered in the iNoBhumi 
rcciirJsi A.dhikari i• 

Entri c1 uper 
handi 199'f. 
name of 
a1or 
tholdc:r i1 

Jama 
1997, 
culti' 
(La~ 

a how n a• Rajuthan 
r) Sari« 

lihan 
hiss;1 
Ii him 
Singh 
Rams 
bhagi 
Singh 
lirinJ 
Singh 
pisar; 
bhagi 
{;uja1 
Kha~ 

ar s/o Sui~m 
2/5 .\I.Im !;ini-:h 
Sin~h liharnt 
Kirori pisaran 

ahay sah 
Jar VIO Hckh 
C:hinga 
.inn Hhagrnn 
Ramni\·as 
n Naimji rnh 
Jar 3/10 jMi 
niwasi Gram 
Jar 

ente~Jn 

the tto0rda, 
l•nd•hown 
Bfl 

RESUMED. I 

Entries as per 
Jan1abandi 1'1198- 2001, 
name of cullivator 
(Landholder ii ehown 
H Raja11han Sarkew) 

I hlripmsaJ R<1mcsh 
( ;ovinJ pisaran Rhanvar 
Singh hiHs·.1 2/ 5 :\lam 
Singh lihim Sinl>\h BhaM 
Singh Kimri pisamn 
Ramsahay ,,ah hhagiJar 
>,/Ill Rckh Singh Ching• 
RrinJa\'an Rhaf" "l!I 
Singh Ramnivas pisaran 
Nai\'a.j i sah bhagiJar 
.\/Ill jati ( ;uj;u niwasi 
{;ram Khatc1far 



SI. Current Previous E!lltric1 in 
No. Kh a•ra Teep 

KhHra Arca in Khasra Arca in of 1917- 1920 

No. Big ha No. Bigha Cultivator I 
Shikmi 

& & 
Biswa Biswa kashtkar (in 

red) as per 
Misal 
Haqiat 

-i -- ~252 \ 7-111 257(1/'J. 7-111 l\lu.1ti 
mm p11ny;1rtha 

Sh rec 
KaibJc1·ijct· 
1'o1;1ht·tm;1m 

I 
l\lukanJ c;;{ 
chrla \ ';m ( iir 
j;Hij,'llS;lin 
Silkin f..: ;tila 
m:1jrn J ch 
mut;1bik 
khat;I nn. 11)2 

2 252-1 0- 11 257(1 / '2 11- 11 -do-
mm 

Kasha Loharra (Kailadcvi) Tehsil Karauli 

/ Annexure V 

Entries a 1 per Khata Chaniala name of Kashtkar 
includin~: ahwal 

1917- 1920 11137-1940 1949-19S2 

i 

. 1\l ua ti pu11\';1rth;1 l\lu;1fi punyarth;1 l\l u;1ti l'uny;trth;t 
Shrt-c Shrt·t· ShrtT KaihidL·l' ijL'L' 
~aibJc \' i ; tT \ ' ;I i-.:ail.1dc1ijcc 1·;1 '"' ahL·tmam ~ 
;1hctm.1m ;lhL·tmam .\nanJ ( ·;,eh I 1 > ' " " '"d 
MubnJ <;ir ( :ir chda ~ j;1ti gus;tin :-;;1kin 
chd1 \ 'ar ( :ir jati l\lukanJ ( iir j;1ti K:1il;1 majr;t Jd, 
1,'l1s;1in sal:in f.:aiht gusain sakin l.\n;111J ( iir J it·J in 
m;1jmJch K.1ib majm hctu 1 ')511 (fau t) Durg:1 

( iir chd:1 .\n:1nJ 
( iir wa:-\ t:ntc.:rt·J in 
the recorJsl 

-Jo- .. Jo- -Jn-
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'f record of I Cultivator as per Entries as per Seulemcn' 
19S8 

Bhokta 

l\luati l\Lindir Slircc 

1-.:ailadcl'i '"' 
;lhL·tmam puj;1ri. 
l )urg;1 ( ;;r chda 
.\1unJ ( :ir jati 
1-,'l.IS;lin S;1kin l kl'ijl'l' 

-Jo-

Cu ltivator 

1-.:I 1uJksht 

-J 

current J amabandi 

· Trust Shrce 
1-:aihdnijn· jiskc 
Tn1stce Shrct' 
Krish:m C:hanJ Pal 
Singhjct· Karnuli 
(m1mt· t·ntt·rcJ bl' 
mlllation Jue tr• 

0

s;1k 
by Pujari to Trus t in 
thL· yc:1r l'JB) 

R;1m ( ;;r chchi 
Durg-.1 ( :ir gus;1in 
s:1kin I kl'ijt·c 



Aru:texure £1 
SI. Current Previous . l ~ ntries in Misal- I latjiat Entrie1 in Entries as per survey (farmim) of 1955 Entries as per Settlement Entries as 

No. of 1909 Khasra record of 1958 till Jamabandi per 

Khas .Area Khas Area Bandobasti - . ofl962-1965 ·Jamabandi 

ra in ra in of1909 Grantee up- Cultivator as Cultivator Grantee Cultivator (in of 1999-2002 

No. Big ha No. Big ha Name of Name of 
(boxed (Bhokta) Bholcta per previous at time of (Bhokta) red in case of 

& & Cultivator Shikmi 
entries ahow chakbandi survey Shikmi 

Bi11wa Biswa cultivator 
shikmi (boxed in case (tarmim) cultivators) 
cultivators) ofShikmi 

culti'~·ators) 

1 5391 1-09 4266 l-09 Mandir Nathu ManJir Shm: llajasth:tn lstm:1rar Khudkahiz Khudkahiz Man<lir ,\lakbooza Landholder: 

ShrLT ,\(unJaraj ( ;ovinddcvji Sarkar l\landir Shrci: :\lan<lir ShrLT Rajasrhan 

( ;,winJJe Kharauni fhikmi Na1h,r Shrci: ( ;ovinddc ( :ovimlJcvjcc Sarkar 

vji va no. / o Go!>al 1i1/1 (;ovinJ vjcc panch panch mahajanan 

ahtemam 48/406 kachi JakiJ devj1T mahajanan agrawal Cultivator: 

p;rnch ;.@ sarva rak agrawal ,\lurri :\bndir 

mahajanan ar sakin ( :ovinddl'vjc 

agarwalc panch Karnuli l' 

kaikasba mahaj;ln istmarar 

Karau Ii an ~ The land was rcsumL·d 

theb Karau Ii in 1963, and thl' landholder 

lsrmarari was fl'cordi:d in Jamabamli of 
1966- 1969 as Rajasrhan Sarkar. 
Hut the Kharcdar w;1s 
incorrectly recorded as " l'anch 
l\lahajanan" . This incorrL·cr 
Khatedar cntry was later 

' 
chang<:d by the Tehsildar in 
1998 to l\lutri 1\landir 
( ;ovinddevjce upon orders of 

the Revenue Hoard on 

rdcrence. The focr oi a shikmi 
cultivator prior to 1952 appears 
to have been ig110rcd in the 
process, whereas, strictly 

SIK"Jking, he would be entitled 
to the status of a khatedar in 
vii:w of the 1990 I ligh Court 
and the 1996 Supreme C:ourt 

ju<lJ.!cmcnts. 

Kasba Karauli Tehsil Haja 



Sandeep Verma joined the Iiidian Administrative 

Service in 1993 after finishing his graduation an~ 

post- graduation in engineering from IIT Delhi. His 

important ass:ignments include working as 

Managing D1irector, Meghal.flya Tourism 

Development Corporation, as Collector & District 

magistrate, Karau Ii District, and as Director, 

Information Technology in Rajasthan, where he led 

a number of important projects related to delivery 

and development of public services. He is presently 
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working as IJepu,ty . Sec~e_tary in 

Department in Rajasthan . . 

the Finance 

His ar1!as of interest include 1.rural tenancy reforms . 

and land management policies; law enforcement 

mechanisms; use of Information and other frontier 

technologies in Government; Industrial competition 

& regulation; and procurement & bidding systems. 

He ha:i also worked as a referee for vetting of 

article5. for the International Journ_al of Heritage 

Studies published from the UK. 

He enjoys poetry, trekking, theater, photography 

and tinkering with gadgets, and can be reached at 

svermtJ@rajastJlan.net. 
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ll:tout Centre for Rural Studies 

"the Centre for Rural Studies (formerly Land Reforms 
Unit) of the Lal 81 ti stri National Academy of 
Administration wa n :th 11 ~ the 
Ministr.y of Rural De etoprnent CS ndia, 
with a multifaceted qenda 1hat I a 
others, the concurrent ev.al~tf&_h'.aftltit 
ground realities pena1n~ g to the impJerrtt! "~DI' 
the Land Reforms and Pp~ Alle'liatfo 
in India. Sensitizing th&eo1ticer traine ca 
Administrative Service in the proceS5' <1 e 
land reforms and peverty alleviatterr pn 
expo~ing them to the ground realities; SI ing up a 
forum for regular exchange of views on land reforms 
and poverty alleviation between academicians, 
administrators, ac.tbti~ and cancerned citizens and 

ma11"nst fli"e public about the 
various p1ogra~fftjJj1 r the ,government of 
India through m.~ov me11tal arg1nisattons are 
also important objeetives of the Centte fbt Rural 
Studies. A large number of books, reports related to 
land reforms, poverty alleviation programmes, r;ural 
Socio-econo problems etc. published botfir 
ekternally in}.:ttrn.ally bear testimony to tne 

cellent res ull.Jw1Jfthe Ce ~e .. 




